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PREFACE

NEIL J.01 BRATTON

The Center for English Language ReseaTch and Teaching (CELRT)

at the American University of Beirut has been looking for ways

in which it might continue to extend its services beyond the

needs of the University itself. In a sense it has been doing

this through the training of specialists in the teaching of

English as a foreign language (TEFL) but this is no more than

the educational contribution of 'any academic department and

in itself does not justify the existence of a Center. What

is desired is a more direct contribution to and participation

in programs that are attempting to meet the needs of the

region.

One obvious area of need is the public school system, where

English language training falls far short of its goals. But

whereas there are aspects of this broad undertaking to which
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the Center can make a valuable contribution, the problem is in

large part a quantitative one and primary responsibility or its

solution rests with the several ministries of education and private

school administrators. Without denying a role for CELRT in this

field, it is also appropriate for the Center to look for oppor-

tunities outside of the realm of the school system and beyond

the responsibilities of government. Indeed, it is through helping

to meet the specialized needs of particular government agencies

and the priyate sector--including the universities--that the

Center might have its most effective and immediate impact.

It is with the thought of attracting attention to the various

English language training needs and opportunities outside of the

normal system of school instruction that CELRT, with the co-

operation of the Ford Foundation, convened a conference in May

1971. This conference gave the potential users,or "consumers,"

of specialized programs an opportunity to describe their needs

and equally gave CELRT, as well as comparable centers in the Arab

World, the opportunity to consider and_suggest ways in which

they might help to meet them. Represented among the "consumers"

were private sector employers such as banks, airlines and oil

companies, firms that deal in international trade, government

agencies whose personnel require a knowledge of English to per-

form their duties, universities which teach in English and a

variety of institutions that for one reason or another require

concentrated training over a short period of time. Included as

well were institutions which in turn are training centers but

need help in the way of curriculum design, materials and teachers.

It is, hoped that out of the discussions at this conference
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a clearer picture emerged of both the means and opportunities

for future cooperation and assistance.

Since the conference in May 1971, CELRT'has responded to

several requests for assistance from vaTious Ministries of Edu-

cation:

1) It has redesigned the syllabi for the Elementary and Bacca-

laureate English programs and the TEFL component of the new

Teaching Baccalaureate in L,ebanon.

It is engaged in a six-month survey and evaluation of English

teaching in Afghanistan.

3) It has organized, for this summer, an eight-week course for

thirty Intermediate level English teachers from Kuwait.

4) It is sending a consultant to a women's college in Tehran

to plan in-service Teacher Training seminars there next

year.

The response from the private sector has, rather unexpectedly,

been slower--perhaps because the novelty of the idea of a link

with universities needs to wear off; perhaps because the training

officers need more time to convert their higher management to

the idea; but not, I think, because they see no value in the sug-

gestions made at the conference. As a result of the requests

received so far, CELRT has:

1) Continued to provide English teachers for ARAMCO.

2) Organized an eight-week intensive English course for seven

employees of AMINOIL, Kuwait, to be held this summer.

3) Set up an Extension English Unit at AUB to teach the fol-

courses--University Level English, Business Cor-

respondence, Banking English, Conversational English,

6
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Faster Reading, English for Nurses and Beginning English for

Adults. To these may be added two special courses for Middle

East Airlines and a projected Teacher Training certificate

course.

Implicit in the concept underlying the conference was the notion

that the universities of the Arab world which have English de-

partments should concern themselves with the wider implications

of English teaching; specifically, with its use by adults outside

the academic system, who need English to perform jObS which con-

tribute to the development of the country (hence the name Adult

English for National Development). At present, very few insti-

tutions have this capability: apart from CELRT, the English

Language Institute and the Department of Public Service at the

American University in Cairo, the Bourguiba Institute, Tunis, and

the Extension services of the Beirut College for Women come to

mind. However, it is hoped that th.,, conference provided some

stimulus to other institutions to follow suit because, for better

or worse, the expertise and capability to help the conSumers with

their English programs lies in the universities.

7
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EXPLORING THE NEEDS

THE CONSUMER'S VIEWPOINT

Mr. David! Mize works for the American riends of the- Middle East

and has had a great deal of experience in the Arab World ad-

vising governments on which institutions in the United States

to send their people to for further study. He has first hand

knowledge of the c.osts involved when a student or employee has

to study English in the States before he is accel5ied into a

training program or university. His paper argues cogently that,

if the resources for teaching English in the Arab World uere

properly exploited, there would be an enormous saving in costs

to private companies and governments.

Mr. John Mace's interesting talk is, unfortunately, not in7

cluded among these conference papers. He is Personnel Officer

for the Shell Company Qatar and is currently in chargc of

Development and Training. As a former language teacher, he is

acutely aware of the defici3ncy of most academic English teaching

programs in meeting the requirements of job English. His pre-

sentation was a challenge to the TEFL profession to change their

methods and materials and to take into cons:deration time and

cost effectiveness when teaching English to employees who need

functional English in order to carry out specific jobs.

10
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THE ECONOMICSAF_ENGLISH

DAVID MIZg
AMERICAN I-RIENDS OF.THE MIDDLE EAST .

English Language Learninf4, Teaching English as a Foreign Language,

Teaching English as a Second Language, English for Arabs and a number

of other topics have served as the basis fo,- discussions and con-

ferences between individuals, private and public organizations\\N,

British, American and Arab educators and language teacher's, insti-

tutions, foundations and governments for the past two.decades, and

possibly somewhat longer. Attending this particular conference in

Beirut are a number of scholars, professors, teachers, inspectors,

administrators and other experts--either as producers or consumers--

some of whom have been personally involved in English teaching in

the Middle East, including the Maghreb, for more than a quarter of

a century.

As far-as I know, most of these past conferences, seminars and

3
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workshops have addressed themselves primarily to linguistic or

pedagogical questions relating chiefly, if not exclusively, to

problems encountered in teaching English to learners whose

native language is Arabic. A very wide area within the general

limitations of language learning/teaching has been covered or

at least examined; spoken English to adults; written work for

beginning students; audio-visual aids for teachers; intensive

English for military students, etc. This breadth of attention

suggests, and quite rightly so, that the production and dis-

semination of English language skills with all it entails--
1

materials production, teacher training, teacher education and,

finally, actual language teaching--is given considerable impor-

tance in the Arab world and the Middle East in general. And

this academic work has indeed an important economic dimension.

It is not my intention. to try to produce hard figures on

how much is spent in the Middle East on English language

learning each year, and even less to look at this in terms of

a Oost benefit analysis, although such an investigation might

be very worthwhile. Rather, it is hoped that this brief paper

will stimulate some.thinking about the economics of English

teaching and may result in some substantial savings for the con-

sumer.

There are a number of ways to approach the economics of

English teaching in the Middle East, some Of which will be

touched on here. Firstly, there is the crucial question of

how one .shouId look at language learning as far as economic

rationale is concerned. Language learning is part of overall

education, which, particularly in the last decade, has been

4
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considered by A number of writers as an investment in human re-

sources.1 So if one accepts this thesis that expenditure on ed-

ucation is investment in human resources one mist include within

this expenditure language learning. If, however, we are to gain

some perspective into the problem, we might begin by making a

number of distinctions.- The first of these is between danguage

teaching programs in preparatory and secondary schools', language

teaching at the university level and language teaching outside

the formal eduCational system.

English is a required subject in preparatory and secondary 1

schools in most Arab countries, i.e., in those programs that are

designed to lead into university studies; and itt-is optional at

the secondary level in all countries where it is not demanded.

Moreover, in those post-primary schools offering terminal edu-

cation--trade schools, teacher training institutes, etc.--English

is often required. Within the various national educational

systems that are found in the'Middle East there is considerable

latitude concerning requirements, time devoted to English,

levelS of achievement demanded and the relatilre importance of

English within the curriculum. And of course there are great

differences in ability and industriousness of teachers and stu-

dents.- But, in general, evidence suggests that, with the possible

exception of those students who have studied in schools in which

English is the language of instruction, very few secondary gradu=

ates have obtained within their school system a level of pro-

ficiency that permits them to continue their studies or training

in a learning situation in which English is the medium f in-

struction.

1 3
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Those students who leave the formal educational system before

completing secondary school and this is more than half of all

students entering preparatory.scliool, and subsequently find

themselves kr' a position where they need English for either em-

ployment.requirements or ior additi,onel training which may be

technical, military or vocatiaRil, discover almost without ex-

ception that their academic traini\pg within the school system,

as far.as En lish is concernea, has not been adequate for their

subsequent needs. Thus the school systets do not provide, 'at

least through the level of Ilippircondary schools, the possibility

of a Etudent developing the level of competency he needs if he

is to continue to receive training or instruction in English.

Very possibly this is the responsibility of English language

programs-within preparatory and-secondary schools, but this is

not the point under discussion. There is, it seems to me, in

this situation a certain paradox, for it looks as if the student

who needs English gets less than he needs, while the student who

doesn't need it,_and usually doesn't want it, gets possibly more

than he needs and certainly moe than he wants. What would

happen if English were removed as a requirement in schools and

offered as an option would be interestilig to observe, but one

may suggest that it would bccome an almost universal elective.

However, teachers might legitimately expect a higher level of'

performance from students who had chosen to study English than

from those who were compelled to study it. In any case, it

seems unlikely that in the foreseeable future English will disap-

pear from the curriculum of Middle Eastern preparatory arid secon-

dary schools, or that the level of competency among secondary

6
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school graduates will suddenly significantly improve. Even if

- it did, it might remain far short of what is often required of

them.

Now, there is a question as to how much money a Ministry of

Education should continue to pour into trying to improve the

quality of English language instruction in secondary schools when

it is evident that,much of this investment will produce no re-
%

turn. Interestingly enough, on t;..e basis of recent observations

made throughout the Middle East, it seems that educators in the

non-Anglephone countries are the most concerned about improving

English instruction, and that more work is being done to train

English teachers in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco than elsewhere.

The motivation for this may be less pedagogical than economic

for all three of these countries use large numbers of expensive

expatriate English teachers at a considerable cost in hard cur-

rency. So quite naturally, independent of any concern with

quality, they are anxious to train national teachers simply to

husband foreign exchange. In most cases in the countries cited

the expatriate teachers being replaced are not native speakers

of English, and one may question the pedagogic justification of

employing non-native speakers. But regardless of the conclusion

as to the academic usefulness of such teachers, it is economically

difficult to justify the employment of expatriate teachers, in-

dependent of linguistic or pedagogical considerations. There

are strong reasons to believe that however one looks at it, it

is economically necessary to utilize national teachers for language

instruction in preparatory and secondary schools.

7
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Let us return to the earlier and still unanswered question

about the economic rationale of language teaching. One key and

immediate question is simply "Who is paying?" If an external source

will finance language programs for secondary schools, including

such items as textbooks and language laboratories, and will provide

native speakers to serve as teachers, then a national educational

system may use these teachers and this equipment. A twenty-year

survey of language training in the Middle East, however, must

coLclusively show a clear movement to the use of nationa.A. as op-

posed to expatriate teachers. That there are polaical as well

as economic reasons for this is evident, but there is no way to

justify the employment of non-national English language teachers

in straight classroo eaching situations in economic terms if

the host coun 7-ing for it; it simply costs more than it

is worth. And, unless sufficient teachers can be financed by an

outside Iource'to offer instruction in all preparatory and,secori-

dary schopls, the presence of foreign teachers in some schools
2

introduces inequalities that are hardly defensible in educational

systems that are striving to ba genuinely democratic. Of course,

there are some countries so rich they could afford to hire all

expatriate teachers to teach English, but it is my contention that

this would not be sound economics, even if it were politically

acceptable.

Because the provision of large numbers of trained native

speakers to serve as language teachers would be disastrously ex-

pensive, those international organizations underwri.eing the

costly efforts being made to' improve the level of English.language

training in schools are concentrating their efforts on teacher

1 6 1
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training and materials production. They quite Tightly are con-

cerned wit- that ungracious term "the multiplier effect" and

hope by traifting national teachers to improve the general level

of instruction. To the degree that the teachers they train re-

main in the job, this may produce results, but my own experience

leads me to conclude that once someone is trained in English well

enough to be a truly good language teacher he is very apt to be

so well trained as far as general ability that he. leave language

teaching for a more attractive form of enterprise. Nevertheless,

the efforts being directed at training teachers are economically

defensible, for such programs will have the greatest impact in

terms of overall expenditure.

The official in the Ministry of Education or in the Ministry

of Planning who has to defend the English-teaching budget, as

well as his colleague in the University who has to try to get

more funds for research and teacher-training,has a difficult

task; for whereas it is possible to make a convincing argument

that everyone needs mathematics and training in his native language

it is patently absurd, on the basis of -what roles in society, need

proficiency in a foreign language, to even suggest that everyone

needs to study English. Unfortunately, it is not easy to decide

who will be allowed to study English and who will be refused the

chance. No responsible educator would dare to put himself in

that position. The al_ternative, which probably would make very-

good sense conomically, would be to eliminate completely from

preparatory d secondary schools the study of any foreign

language--but/ et me say at once that I am not advocating this,

for I do not think that educational decisions need to be or
1 7
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should be made in purely economic terms. So the dilemma re-

mains. What is the economic rationale for language teaching?

In practice, it is virtually impossible to calculate the
rate of financial return on an educational project in the
same manner as on a dam or factory because of the difficulty
of ascertaining how much is really consumption and how much
represents investment.3

The decisions that need to be made concerning priorities for

expenditure in English language training in secondary education

can not be made on a purely economic basis. It is ncit a simple

question of return on investment for some expenditure has to be

written off for consumption. Nevertheless, the national govern-

ments, whether they are considering expenditure on English

language teaching in the schools as investment or as consumption,

or more logically as imperative expenditure containing elements

of both, are legitimately concerned about getting optimum return

on their expenditure. To see that their efforts in improving

English language.training in the schools produce results, Arab

governments are being ably and generously assisted in teacher

training and materials production by foundations, by institutions

such as the-American Universities in Cairo and Beirut and by

organizations like the British Council. Such efforts are ex-

pensive, but they are well directed and should Produce benefits

far greater than their .costs.

Turning from language training programs in secondary schools

which, if their objective is to develop some real degree of

fluency in'the use of English, cannot be considered as success-

ful; we find that there are in many countries other alternatives

for learning a language. One of these is the University system,

where a student may develop true proficiency, and another is the

10
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private institute or language school, where a student may pay

for private language lessons. In both cases we are dealing with

a student whose motivation may be radically different from that

of a secondary school student. Usually he is studYing English

because he is anxious to do so, and in'most cases I would imagine

that his motivation is far more economic than cultural. StUdents

are anxious to perfect their English because they see fluency in

English as a means to a higher standard of living; in many cases

fluency in English is the sine qua non for advanced academic

training or for a particularly desirable position in either the

public or private sector of the economy.

Language _ining at the post-secondary level is more ac-

curately considered as investment; unquestionably, when a stu-

Adent is paying money he has earned himself to buy language

training, he considers that he is making an investment. Psycho-

logically, the transition from the student/consumer to the stu-

dent/investor is f enormous pedagogical importance; and those

of us who 'have had the experience of teaching in situations where

a student is paying to learn English can vouch for the change

that takes place. This is not to suggest that there are no con-

sCientious, well-motivated students in thle school system, for

such is not the case; but it is evident that the majority of stu-

dents financing their own language study in institutes are

highly motivated and hard working. Those purists who-feel that

the mastery of English should be done for its own sake, and that

money motives are ulterior and debasing, might not be happy

teaching in language institute's, but they would be hard put to

deny that students are extremely hard working and demand a great

11
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_ deal from their-professors. And in many cases they move ahead

at a rate rarely experienced in the school system. While some

may question their reasons, I would think that most would re-

joice at such diligence and progress.

For the student financing his own language study, the eco-

nomics of English language training are relatively simple: he

is investing money in language training because he hopes to get

a high return on this investment in either the form oi a better

job or more advanced training. In both cases his investment is

wise; throughout the Middle East peol5Ne who are bi-lingual and

fluent in English earn more than those who know only one language.

Many of the best jobs demand, in addition to a high level of

general education, a genuine competence in English. In some

cases this is a corporate requirement in others virtually an

international requirement, as in civil aviation. International

organizations, whether they be truly international like the

United Nations,.or nationally dominated, like the petroleum

companies, do not employ at top level jobs mono-lingual people,

and the salary differential between someonewho knows English

well and someone who doesn't generally seems to warrant the in-

vestment in English language training.

There are 5ubstantia1 numbers of institutes where such training

can be purchased. Even in those countries whbre foreign ex-

change is tightly controlled', as in Algeria and Tunisia, there

are flourishing private language centers. That these centers are

less professional than they should be is rather too bad, but as

the competition increases between them the bad one are apt to

go out of business. In some of the centers there are substantial

12
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numbers of highly qualified and well-trained native-speakers em-

ployed as teachers; in others, primarily because of a shortage

of such teachers, there are large numbers of itinerant British

and Americans hired simply because they are available, speak

English and can be gotten cheaply. Attempts to license such

academies and to impose standards of performance and training on

teachers have not been particularly successful, again mainly for

economic reasons, for when the demand is very great, even a shoddy

product fetches a good price. In most cases the institutes are

supported by individual investors who are studying for a specific

purpose and who, if they feel they are not getting their money's

worth, will enroll for only one term.

One of the major areas of expenditure for English language

training is Hot in the Middle East at all but in the United States

and the United Kingdom. I am talking about the ever-increasing

nu

Pe 11-

s of Middle Eastern students who go to these countries for
i

e4t:)er undergraduate or, increasingly, graduate training in an

'ademic discipline and find that they first need to take an in-

tensive English language training _cdur-Se. During the academic

year 1967-1968 there were 5,603 students from the Arab world

and 4,554 from Iran reported .studying at accredited institutions

in the United States. 4

Let us look somewhat more closely at the economic implications

of this,. First of all, the figure is undoubtedly higher this

year than'it was three years ago, for mcre students are going to

the United States from North Africa. I do not have figures on

how many students from the Middle East are studying in the United

Kingdom, but I Would imagine it is substantial.

13
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For a student to study'at a university or. college in the United

States or the United Kingdom he is supposed to be proficient in

English. In America his proficiency is most often measured by an

acceptable score on the TOEFL examination. Minimal academic pro-

ficiency is considered to be indicated by a score of 500 or over.
5

The input of Middle Eastern students into the American educational

system, and in this I am including Iranian students, is about

2,000 a year. Many of these students seek assistance in finding

a place through the American Friends of the Middle East so we

are able to get some idea as to their proficiency. With the ex-

ception of those students who have done their secondary work or

their undergraduate work in an English speaking school, we rarely

havea. student who scores over 500 on the TOEFL exam. The

average for over 400 students from the' Maghreb who took the

examination in the last two years was under 350 which is rated

as nil' proficiency. 6

Some observers may argue that the situation is not as bad among

Middle Eastern students as the above figures suggest. But among

the twelve language groups for which mean total scores on TOEFL

are given in.the report of the College Entrance Examination

Board, Semitic is the lowest,7 and among the 70 languages clas-

sified, Arabic, at the same level as Persian, ranks seventh from

the bottom.8 The more carefully one examines the statistical

information available, the more discouraged one becomes.

Of all candidates taking the examination from Africa, the

Libyans ranked lowest as a group, while the next lowest were the

Egyptians. 9 And in Asia, only the 34 students from Laos ranked

lower than the 1,321 from Saudi Arabia for whom test scores are

14
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reported."

Nor is there any cause for encouragement when one compares

the results reported in the College Entrance Examination Report

with the levels of, achievement required by American institu-

tions as shown in the statement of the National Association for

Foreign Student Affairs. The mean score for Arab students is

450, while 500 is required for most universities in America.

One may think that this is not so bad, for the Arab students
41.

need only progress by 50 points, but the fact is that the test

results include those students who have been studying English

in the United States as well as those who are taking the exami-

nation in their home country for the first time.

Our conservative estimate is that more than half of all stu-

dents coming to the United States from the Middle East must

enroll in English language training programs in America and

that they average six months in such programs.. If we take half

of the approximate input figure of 2,000 and multiply this by

six months, we see that students from this area are buying

6,000 man-months of English language training every.year in the

United States. My own feeling is that this figure is very con-

servative. Multiply this by $500.00 a month, which again is

an average cost for the program plus maintenance, and we see

that over three million dollars is being spent by Middle Eastern

students on English-lankuage training in the United States each

year.

Tragically, many students do nOt have the economic resources

to make the requisite language training investment and, by hook

or crook, they manage to begin academic work without meeting

15
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generally acceptable standards of proficiency. When they fail,

as many, many of them do, their entire inv'estment is written off:

economically, there is no return on a degree tivt was almost

earned.
\=

The average native speaker of English, or foreigner with true

native fluency, earns his first graduate degree in the United

States, assuming he reasonably well prepared academically, in less

than two years. The average student from the Middle East takes

over 30 months; another six million dollars that could have been

saved if students developed true proficiency before they went to

America.

If we consider what is spent on language training and add-to

this the increased costs incurred by lengthening the time re-

quired to earn a degree, we find that the Middle Eastern in-

Ifestment in English language training in the United States repre-

sents substantially over six million dollars annually. We are

nottalking about the equivalent of six million dollars in

piasterS, drachma, or rials, but six million dollars in hard

currency reserv'es, and while this- figure may gladden the hearts

of American EConomic Officers at Embassies throughout the Middle

East, it is not one intended to delight the Central Bank auditors

in Tunis, Tripoli and Teheran.

To the problem of large-scale expenditure of dollar reserves

for English language training in the United States there are a

number of obvious answers chief of which is to transfer most of

the intensive language training from the United States to the

Middle East. Before this solution can be acceptable, even though

there are compelling economic reasons for implementing it, more

I
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reS'earch needs to be done on the effectiveness of language

training programs in the Middle East as opposed to similar,

programs in America. Many of the authorities involved in

financing such programs would obviously like to economize by

doing more training before students go abroad, but they feel

that progress is much greater in America than it could be in

tht Middle East. While this'may be true of oral progress, it

seems most problematical that a student will necessarily

acquire formal vocabulary faster or learn to read better because

he is studying in the United States rather,than the Middle

East. UnfOrtunately, no Ministry that we have dealt with is

willing to use students it is sponsoring as a control group for

the type of experiment that is needed to confirm or refute the

assumption that one progresses more quickly in an environment

where one can be exposed to the language constantly.

Although there is little question that expenditure for Eng-

lish language learning financed by a national Ministry of Edu-

cation, University or other organization is clearly considered

as. investment, it is questionable that such an investment

'should continue to be made in dollars if the same ends can be

achiev,e& through a more judicious use of national currency to

finance training at home. If a country is sending 100 students

abroad annually, and each of these students is taking .six

months of language training, we are talking about an approxi-

mate expenditure of $300,000. In terms of use of hard currency

reserves or balante of payments it makes no difference at all

as to how this is financed if it is p for in dollars. This

same sum of money, if allocated for I training, could
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finance an institute that could provide intensive training to

substantially more.than 100 people, as well as effecting major

economies in hard currency expenditures.

A third area of .language training as looked at from an eco-

nomic point of view that deserves some critical, attention is in-

tensive language training,thatjs related to industrial employ-

ment, industrial traiping or subsequent vocational development.

In this category ate those English language,training programs run

by oil companies, by military organizations, by banks and by air-

lines, to cite a few examples that come rapidly to mind. To

begin with, these programs are almost without exception! justi-

fied as Pure investment in manpower deVelopment and the question

of consumption spending rarely arises. When a training manager

for an international oil company develops a program to provide

language training to company employees, most often requiring
6

participation in language training by certain employees, he

justifies the necessary investment in setting up such a program

by pointing out that it will increase the contribution and the

effectiveness of the employees. He is asking for authority to

spend a certain number of company dollars on a program and in

order to justify the expenditure he will have to at some time

point to positive results.

In Algeria, Libya, .Egypt, Iran and Saudi Arabia there are such

programs currently being implemented, and_in all probability

there are programs in most other Middle Eastern countries as well.

They may range from the one-teacher operation in which an indi-

vidual, trained or not, is engaged by a company to give English

lessons to the company employees, eithpr on company time--the

2 6
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usual case--or after work, to the large-scale program in which'

a team of 'teachers is either employed directly or is brought in

under contract with commercial language training companies and

required to provide'intensive language training to company or

organizational employees.

Over the past five years I have had the opportunity to visit

a number of such programs and to see what kind of work is being

done. That these programs are important is unquestioned, and

that they must produce positive results to justiTy their contin-

ued existence is evident, but they have in common the fact that

they seem to be extremely expensive. It is not easy to put a

price on language teaching, to say that so much progress in

language ability should be-able to be bought for such and such

a price.

From an economic point of view it is clear that'an increase

in efficiency-reducing the time required for students to stay in

a program will produce a decrease in cost. In cost/benefit terms

the most successful programj is the one producing the optimUm re-

sults in language performance in the quickest possible time at

the lowest acceptable cost consistent with the objectives of the

program. Too great a reduction in costs through a reduction in

salaries and, to some degree, a consequent diminuation of quality

in teaching staff, will produce a concomitant reduction in

achievement on.the part of the students, so would not be eco-

nomically defensible.. However, and possibly more to the point,

increased costs incurred through higher salaries paid to ex-

patriate teachers may not necessarily produce better academic

results on the part of the students.
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To produce sounder programs in those areas in which language

training is definitely considered as an investment in the,de-

velopment of human.resourcesi there are'a number of steps,that

might logically be taken. First of these is greater utilization

of highly specialized professional competence in the.planning

and development of such programs, particularly that expertise

available from language training specialists devoted'to the

teaching of English to speakers of Arabic. In many cases the'

commercial language training organizations, while they. have

,developed sound techniques and highly useful specialized materials,

do not.have experience with the particular problems of Arabic

.speakers, and as a result-spend time solving problems that could

besolved by other techniques more quickly. This costs money

that does not have to be spent. I am thinking, for example, of

the programs L.have visited in which the English number system

was being taught and drilled in the same way to Arabic speaking

students that it is taught to Spanish speaking students. Were

specialists consulted.about program development, this kind of

time'consuming, marginally productive effort might be changed

into efficient language.teaching.

A second'step-would be to provide more training to those

teachers who are going to be engaged for a relatively long period

of tiwe in language programs. Most of the teachers i have seen

working in industrial and organizational training programs have

not had specialized training in teaching English to Arab students,

yet.many of them, have been engaged in such work for five or more

years. In a number of 'cases these teachers 'ave learned a great

deal about successful techAiques through experience but this has
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meant taking a long period of time to learn something that

could have been learned quickly. Moreover, many of the language
%

teachers who have been continuously engaged in industrial pro-

grams have lamented the fact that they have lost their academic

baaes, and do not have the chance for the intellectual support

from an institution that would, they feel, strengthen their pro-

grams. If they had a chance to attend local seminars or to

participate in additional training while they are teaching, they

would have a greater feeling of professional accomplishment while

improving their abilities to teach.

A third way in which the private programs could be improved

is in materials production. Many of the materials that are

being used are produced for a mass market and are not really

suitable for the specific training programs of industrial organi-

zations. Competent 'professionals could develop these materials,

and although such development might be costly, the long-range

savings resulting from increased efficiency in learning should

outweight the costs of producing program-tailored materials.

Instead of producing the materials that are needed for a specific

language training program, teachers most frequently look for- the

best available existing book or series and end up using in-

structional material ill designed for the program objectives of

an industry-direeted program.

In the three areas we have touched on, language training

within the school systems, both secondar, and university;

language training outside of the Middle EAst; and language

training for industrial or vocational objectives, cost is al-

ways an important consideration. When such programs need to
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be justified in terms of investment,'rather than in terms of

consumption, it is imperative that language training be as ef-

ficient as possible and that costs be reduced. When one con-

siders the magnitude of the overall investment--and it would

surely be possible to demonstrate that English is costing the

Middle Eastern consumers/investors over $15,000,000 a year in

direct and indirect 'costs--it becomes imperative,-from the eco-

nomic point of view, to increase efficiency in order to reduce

the extensive outlays of foreign exchange that,are demanded.

That is why it important to exaMine what can be done to pro-

duce less costly programs. First, by imfproving the calibre of

instruction in secondary school programs through teacher training,

materials production, etc., the secondary school graduate who

needs English will require less time to gain additional fluency.

Second, by increasing training within the area so that the

frightfully expensive training in America and England can be

reduced, hard currency expenddtures can be appreciably reduced.

Third, by improVing the industry-oriented language training

given outside of the school systems, a greater return on edu-

cational investment will be made possible. When progress can

be made in each of these directions, then we may have language

training programs that make sense economically as well as

academically.
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THE SPECIALIST'S VIEWPOINT

Professor Peter Strevens is Director of the Language Center at

the University of Essex and one of England's most eminent ap-

plied linguists.

Mr. Matthew MacMillan is Director of the English Teaching

Information Centre of the British Council; before taking up

this appointment he was on the English faculty of Khartoum

University in the Sudan.

The Specialists take up the challenge thrown down by Mr. Mace

and show 'in their papers what has been achieved so far in the

teaching of English for special purp ses..
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ENGLISH FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES: A SPECIALIST'S VIEWPOINT

PETER STREVENS
UNIVERSITY OF. ESSEX

This talk is addressed to the "consumer": to the employers, the

industries, the commercial firms, the government department and

all those whose many and various needs help to determine the shape,

the size, and even the quality, of English teaching in the Mid-

dle East.

Obviously, the needs of the consumer.are not the only factors

determining language teaching operations. I think it is also

true that learning a relevant foreign language is valuable in

itself as part of the general and cultural education of the in-

dividual citizen. It would be necessary to keep a place for

foreign languages somewhere in national school syllabuses even

'if there were no "consumers" such as yourselves. But if it was

only the educational and cultural justification which existed,
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then the nature of the tedching, and the number of people,who

should receive it, would be very different. One of the defects

of the present organisation of English, language teaching in most .

parts of the world, including t e Middle East, is that these two

different reasons for teaching and learning English have not been

properly taken into account. The number of people learning Eng-

lish is constantly growing, chiefly because of the growing needs

which you, the consumers, have. But the nature of the teaching

remains more suitable for the general edUcational and cultural

purpose.

When you look at the English teaching profession from the out-

side, you must find it confusing. At one extreme you will have

seen examples of people who have learned English almost perfectly

and who switch into and out of English with ease and facility.

These are the people--doctors, administrators, oilfield engineers,

businessmen, airline staff and so on--you want to employ, but

insist on thil'r being able to make pra:ctical use of English in

their jobs. At the other,extreme.you know people who have fol-

lowed years of instruction yet who are still completely incapable

of understanding English when it is spoken to them, of speaking

it intelligibly, or of reading it, still less of writing it.

The same contrasting observations can be made for children as

for adults: there;are children who learn English quickly and

easily and others who study hopelessly for years.

The question arises, what are the reasons for failure? Is it

a matter of indiridual aptitude for languages? Is it a question

of good or bad teaching? Is it a case of using poor textbooks?

Above all, is it possible to say anything about basic conditions
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that are necessary if success is to be,achieved? I believe it

is possible to do so. I think the profession can now say to the

consumer--for instance, to the oil industry, or to a shipping

firm, or even to a government--if you, the consumer, will describe

accurately the precise achievement in English that you require,

we can "engineer" a system that will reach this target with a

very small wastage rate. But in order for us to reach the target

you will have to accept our technicand professional judgment
-k

about how to do it and about how much it will cost.

Suppose we try the following approach: let's.consider those

cases of language teaching which are consistently fairly success-

ful, and see if we can identify common factors leading to success;

and let's consider cases which are consistently unsuccessful and

see if we can identiffnegative factors.

This approach at once brings out a hidden difficulty. What

do we mean by "success"? In the past, succesi has conv/ntionally

been related to passing one of a small number of examinations--

the School Certificate, or the Cambridge Lower Certificate of

Proficiency, or the G.C.E. Ordinary-level Englisn language exami-

nation, and so on. But are these exams in fact suitable for

measuring success in English? I personally believe--and many

people agree with me--that they are almost totally uhsuitable for

measuring practical success in learning English as a foreign

language; and that the more technical, specific and restricted

the needs of the learner, the less relevant these exams are.

For m ny thousands of teachers these exams are used only because
s,

no be ter alternative exists, not because they are valuable in

themlves. Take as an example a counter clerl: in an airline

7
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office. He needs to be able to understand his customers when

they ask about routes, times, money, passport difficulties and

;so on; and he must be able to speak to them in an understandable

and acceptable way. He has to be able to read and to speak about

the documents of his occupation. But his needs in writing are

largel4 restricted to tickets, baggage labels, helpful notes on

how to find a hotel in town, and similar rather trivial tasks.

He will certainly not want to wFite essays. Now, to what extent

has his school syllabus--that is, the syllabus of one of the

conventional English.language exams--contributed to his command

of English? In my view, very little. Or rather, it will have

provided part of what he needs, and a vast quantity that he does

not need. And to that extent the exam syllabus has been time-

wasting and inefficient. Large quantities of time and effort

have been speht, by the learner and by the teacher, on learning

kinds of material (for example, poetry or verse) that is es-

sentially useless for the learner's eventual purposes.

Can we talk about "success" at all then? I think we can, pro-

vided we consider success in relation to a particular target.

Instead of the vague, imprecise idea of "success in learning

English" we need to use the idea of success in achieving a par-

ticular target or criterion which must be described in considerable

detail for the needs of each different consumer.

Having decided that "success" is to be measured in terms of a

percise aim, let us-return to consider cases of generally success-

ful foreign language learning. One large set of such cases oc-

curred during the Second World War, both in the United States and

in Britain. Very large numbers of soldiers, and others, had to

2 8
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learn various languages for specific, practical purposes. (Any

question of general educational value was quite irrelevant.) As

an example, consider the courses in spoken Japanese which the

R.A.F. organised. The/Aim was to understand Japanese aircraft
A

in combat, so that defensive action could be taken immediately

and counter-attacks launched. The aims of the teaching were re-

stricted. 'Mere was virtually no use made of reading or writing

and very little of speaking. It was understanding the spoken

language of fighter aircraft, as picked up on the radio in very

poor reception conditions, that was important. The courses were

very successful and so were the military listening operations

themselves. And there were very many other, less spectacular,

examples of successful language teaching in war-time.

All these typesof teaching.and learning were examples of

language teaching for special purposes. In other words, I am

affirming that it is_in such programmes that the greatest success

rate occurs. Why is this? Well, one can see that the courses

I have mentioned had certain special features, in common. For

instance, it was absolutely vital that the learners should suc-

ceed, and so the amount of teaching was determined by ? finding

op.t how much learning time was needed to achieve success. In

case this sounds obvious, it is worth remembering that when the

teaching is based on general educational and cultural ideas, the

quantity of teaching will reflect opinions about how many

classes per week, over how many years, are educationally de-

sirable, rather than how quickly a given target can be achieved.

The lesson for the consumer is that for each special task there

is a minimum learning period below which success is unlikely to
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be reached.

Secondly, the learners were hand-picked; they were highly mo-

tivated by receiving extra money and privileges (and being per-

mitted to do something that interested them instead of being

drafted willy-nilly); and they were under discipline and so could

be made to work at their learning. This is an important point:

there is a persistent idea that learning a language should not

require any effort on thl part of the learner. This idea is al-

Most completely false, not.because effortless learning cannot

Occur, but because in order to be effortless it must take place

over a much longer period of time, and with various other

favourable circumstances present as well. Unless you can trade-

off effort against much longer learning time, it has to be ac-

cepted that the learner must supply-energy, interest, concentra-

tion and effort to his learning. The lesson for the consumer

is this: the employer whose workers needs to acquire special

skills in English may need to offer incentives, in the form of

extra money or prospects, to those who are working to possess

those skills. He will soon find that people with a real incentive

work harder at learning and that their standards of achievement

in English will rise.

The third special feature of these military language programmes

was that the teachers were quite exceptional and had access to

th-e full range of assistance by way of recordings, _native speakers,

visual aids, and so forth; further, they used teaching materials

and course-books which they designed and wrote especially for

their own aims and conditions. The lesson here is that the standard

of the teachers is of great importance. So, too, are the standards

3 0
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of the.centre where they work. So also are the teaching ma-

terials they use. Success can take place when the teachers are

not'very competent and when the textbooks are poor, but under

these conditions success cannot he guaranteed. Indeed, one can

predict with certainty that the percentage of success among a

large population of learners will be substantially affected by

both these factors of textbooks and teacher standards.

In the field of English teaching one can quote a number of

examples of rather successful operations: the teaching of Hun-

garian refugees after the 1956 uprising; the teaching of immi-

grants on beard ship on the way to Australia and in the camps

on arrival; the teaching of English to airline pilots; and many

others.

i What about consistently unsuccessful language teaching and

aining? Without naming particular courses--although probably

ach of us could think of countries where pupils in school learn

nglish for several years yet are unable to use English for any

urpose at the end of their course--we can see that particular

blrawbacks regularly occur in many countries. What are these

!regular drawbacks? Often the aims of teaching are vague. Some-

/times there is too little teaching or perhaps too much of what

goes on in the English class is wasted time. Sometimes the

teaching is spread so-thinly that the learner has constant op-

portunities for forgetting what he.has just learned and no chance

of consolidating it. Sometimes the pupil is uninterested, or

bored, or-lazy, or even hostile to the subject. Sometimes the

standard of the teachers is too low, perhaps lower than the

criterion their pupils are supposed to reach. Sometimes the

0:7
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textbooks and materials are irrelevant or of Poor quality. Often

the classroom conditions are so bad that learning is impaired.

In any of these cases it can be predicted with certainty that

the learners' success-rates will be low and that the average

standard of achievement available to you, the consumer, will alsO

be low.

The most important single requirement upon the consumer is

that he should describe in as much detail as possible just what

command of English he is seeking from his employees. To invent

an example at the lowest level, suppose an oil company wants to'

train drilling-rig hands to use English. The company might

specify oral English only, with no need to write it, and with

reading ability.restricted to a dozen crucial instructions (like

DANGER, EXPLOSIVES, NO SMOKING). The range of English might be

stated in terms of a minimum voFabulary; it might concentrate on

commands and instructions and replies to them; it might include

a small number of "cause-and-effect" items such as AS SOON AS,

UNTIL, WHEN. . .THEN. . IF, BECAUSE and a few more. Finally,

it might be specified that the employees should be able to under-

stand English in this restricted range when spoken (or shouted)

in American, Canadian or British accents, in conditions of con-

siderable noise. A specification of this kind would make it pos-

.sible for the language teaching specialist to prepare suitable

courses and teaching materials and to predict a high rate of

-success.

Take as another example.an agricultural botanist, with Arabic

as his mother tongue,.but with fluent French. Suppose he works

for a government department and needs,to be able to read technical

4 0
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and scientific papers written in English in his subject. The

learning and teaching task is then specified as a reading-only

ability in a highly restricted 'area oi English. Teaching courses

to achieve this could be produded fairly quickly, making use of

the similarities between French and English, and the learning

load would be quite small because Ole scientist would not be at-

tempting to learn "the whole of" English--whatever that means.

Let us take a third example, COnsider the English language

needs of someone engaged in the import-export business.. He has to

be able to carry on telephone and telex conversations, and live

conversations as well, with his customers and suppliers; to trans-

late correspondence; to understand advertising literature; to

write reports;to understand accounts and financial statements

written in English;. to take contacts.out for meals; and generally

to operate as a businessman, using English for the purpoSe. To

specify an English course for his needs is'very much more dif7

ficult than for the previous examples. His requirements are

those of an educated man'(or woman) capable of 'expressing himself

through EngliSh, over and above,the specialised needs of a

businessman. Consequently, the learning load will be greater

and the teaching materials will be more extensive. In particu-

lar, a learner of this kind:will need a.great.deal of practice

material, including wide reading, redordings, conversation prac-

tice and so on. Nevertheless, the More eXactly the ultimate

requirements are described, the easier it will be to achieve

;success.

Returning to the way English is learned at present, if one

looks simply at the numbers of learners involved, it is probably
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true that far more people are taught badly and fail to achieve

success in English than are taught well and do achieve success.

Andyet even so I believe the situation is extremely hopeful for 'N

.the future. One reason for.optimism is that the proportion of
-

good teaChing and successful learning seems to be increasing

fairly rapidly. The second and more important reason is that the

.English teaching profession has been passing through a.period of

radical change both in its technical competence and in its in-

ternal organisation,

In the past.ten years a great deal has been learned as a re-.

sult,of contact between language teachers on the.one hand, and

on the other hand specialists ir scientiiic linguistics and

psychology, specialists in anthropology and sociology, and hose

who specialise in educational technology. The art of teaching

has itself'learned from a study of methods and theories in

science. It,is now understood that literature is mit the only

socially acceptable form of language. The idea of special

teaching courses for specialised aims is now universally acceptable.

The urgent need for improvement in all the many aspects of lan-

guage teaching is understood, even though major changes take

years to bring about because of the sheer scale of the English

teaching industry.

Parallel with these new ideas about how teaching can be im-

proved there has grown up a new and highly productive arm of the

profession. It is often referred to, in Europe and America, as

"applied linguistics" and it consists of the field where three

main elements come together: first, certain scientific disci-

plines--or at any rate parts of them--which are concerned with
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human language, namely, linguistics, psychology and social

theory; second, methodology and educational theory as they re-

late to the teaching of language; old third, technical aids and

equipment. The inter-disciplinary field of applied linguistics

is almost entirely located in universities and higher teacher

.1:raining colleges. The various centres of applied linguistics

which have been established in Europe, America and Asia have pro-

vided a means of injecting new ideas and methods into the teaching

profession by dealing above all with the trainers of teachers,

and even the trainers of teacher-trainers, rather than working

solely or mainly in the schools. Of course, these centres need

to maintain contact with what goes on in the classroom. But on

the whole they have succeeded in doing this", and by maintaining

a broad and inter-disciplinary approach they are helping to
%

create a system in which the needs of the teacher, the learner,

the academic theorist and the consumer are all taken into account.

What is more, it is in centres of this kind that one finds the

breadth and depth,of professional and technical competence that

is necessary in order to meet the special needs of particular

kinds of ce-Isumers.

We are back to you, the consumer, at last! From your point

of view, the growth of major professional centres--such as the

one here at the American University of Beirut--is of crucial im-

portance in at least two ways. The first way in which the centres

are important is in providing a group of specialists with dif-

ferent interests and experience capable of putting into practice

the various ideas we have been discussing. It is one thing to

be able to summarise the conditions for success in language
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teaching. It is quite another to put them into practice in a

particui ir stuatlon. But a centre can provide a focus of pro-

fessional\a vice, information, encouragement. In the second

Place, a centre provides a Source of specialist ability which

can help to improve the standards of teaching in a town, a region,

a country., It can do this by giving advice, by Tunning courses,

by giving training to key members of the staff of training col-

leges, by helping in the re-design of syllabuses and in many other

ways. And thirdly, almost the most important of all, a centre

forms a link in the international network of scholars who work in

this field. The history of developments in applied linguistics

and language teaching in recent years includes contributions

from France, the United States, Czechoslovakia, Great Britain,

Scandinavia; Canada, Australia, the Soviet Union and many other

countries. New ideas and advances are continually being reported

from many places, and only a team of highly qualified specialists

can hope to keep abreast of developments and pass them on in a

digested form for the benefit of the communities and countries

they serve.

One way in which the various professional centres are con-

tributing to the improvement of English teaching is by providing

specialist courses for senior and experienced teachers, teacher-

trainers, inspectors and advisers. Taking my own country As an

example, there are Diploma courses and M.A. courses in applied,

linguistics and the teaching cifEnglish as a foreign language

at Edinburgh, Reading, Leeds, Bangor, Manchester, York, Notting-

ham, London, my own university, Essex, and others. There are

equiValent courses in France, the United States, India, Singapore
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and elsewhere. And by taking experienced people in influential

positions and introducing them to new ideas, these courses pro-
,

duce the taximum effect on the teaching profession.

It is time for me to summarise the main lessons that we are

learning from recent experience and research. Here is my own

ipersonal view of the essential factors in the successful learning

and teaching of English. From this you will be able to get an

idea of how much is possible nowadays, and of the limitations

that the consumer, the learner and the teacher have to impose on

each other.

The first essential is tht the aims of the learner be stated'

- as precisely as possible. The more detailed the specification of

what is to be learned and what the learner is to be capable of

at the end of his course, the greater are the chances of success

in achieving it.

The second essential concerns the quantity of time allotted

to formal instruction. There are at least three aspects to the

quantity of time: the total amount of instruction expressed in

hours; the rate of intensity of instruction expressed in hours per

week; and (least important) the total duration of the course.

Thus, one might speak of "a course of three hundred and sixty

hours, six hours per week for thirty weeks in each of two years."

The total must be sufficient to enable the learner to reach his

targer but not much more, since class time not needed for learning

can quickly become boring. This is a serious point: it has been

suggested that one reason for poor levels of success in many

secondary school English courses is that too much time is allotted

to too little learning, with consequent lack of interest. The
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intensity,- too must be sufficient but not too severe. It seems

that between four and sixteen hours per week is the range of

"normal" intensity 'of learning, with a preference for the highest

rate possible within this range. At less than four or more than

sixteen hours.per week, sucCess is still possible but special

precautions have to be takento guard against-boredom and for-

getting at the lower rates and against fatigue and strain at the

upper rates. As yet there is no,exact means of predicting the

appropriate total quantity of instruction for a given target,

but the professionals can guess with fair accuracy what will be

.required. The important point is that a. target requiring (say)

,150 hour-s of teaching just will not be reached if for admini-

strative or financial reasons only 1,00 hours of instruction 'are

given.

The third group of conaitlons relates to the learner. It is

essential that he should give his attention, his interest and

his effort throughout the course. It is one of the duties of

the teacher to keep up the learner's interest, but the learner

has to come to the course in a willing frame Of mind. Unwilling

learners rarely learn a language. Neither do the idle, or those

who are bored. As for personal aptitude,, it seems to be the

case that variations of ability between individuals are much less

than use& to be believed, it any rate as far as practical com-

mand of the language is concerned. But this question, together

with the relation between intelligence and foreign language

ability, is still,rather mysterious.

Fourth-among the conditions comes a group which relate to 'elle

teacher. PeOple can learn a foreign language without a teacher
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or in spite'of.a poor one. All the same other things being

equal, the highest success-rates amon& learners tend to be a-

chieved by those who have personal contact with a good-teacher

throughout their instruction. But what makes "a good teacher"?

Probably four features stand out above'all: first, that the

teacher should have a reasonably error-free command of English

within the limits of the syllabus. It does not matter to the

learner whether his teacher has a near-native command of English

outside the classroom, as long as his performance in the class-

room and within the limits of the day's teaching and learning is

free from major.errors. Second, the teacher must have an easy

command of the techniques of teaching, of classroom presentation,

of encouraging the learner, of maximising the effectiveness of

the ins ruction--in a word, of managing the learning situation.

Third, tie teacher has to be familiar with the syllabus and the

cours,e-b oks and the various other materials he is using.

Fourth, the teacher must have a personality and an attitude that

will encourage the pupil's learning and maintain his effort at
,

a high level.

Returning to the conditions for success in learning English,

fifth, and finally, the materials need to be appropriate to the

aims and needs of the learner. Materials-writing has become

fairly sophisticated--especially in teaching specialist learners.

Once again; other things being equals the production of improved

course-books, etc., can lead to an improvement in rates of

success in learning. But in my view the materials are probably

the least important of the five factors. Certainly the former

concentration, thirty years ago, on vocabulary selection, on

3 9
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grading and control, did not bring quite the massive effects that

were claimed for them.

These five factors, then, seem to contain the essential con-

ditions for success: precisely formulated aims; enough teaching

time as intensively arranged as possible within the normal range;

a learnerwho gives sufficient effort to learning; a competent

teacher with an error-free command of the English of the .syllabus;

and suitable materials. But equally, if any one of these con-

ditions is not fulfilled, then the success achieved will fall

short of that which might be produced. And we must recognise

that in the majority of school and college systems at present

the achievement in English falls well below what could be

achieved.

Perhaps I can now summarise the position of English language

teaching. It is nowadays possible to achieve very.high rates

of success, with all kinds of learners, but'in order to do this

it is necessary to state the aims of the learning in close de-

tail and to meet all the basic conditions for success. As part

of the "professionalisation" of language teaching, centres of

special knowledge and experience in applied linguistics are

coming into existence which can.provide a backing of technical

competence for the teachers of an area and help in realizing

new needs. If this conference leads to the strengthening of

the centre in Beirut, and to helping the teaching of English in

the Middle East, it will have been an honour to have been present.

4 8
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RECENT RESEARCH FOR SPECIAL ENGLISH COURSES

MATTHEW MACMILLAN
BRITISH COUNCIL

Forsome of us, personal involvement in the teaching of English

to speakers of other languages has been like a journey down the

Nile. We set sail first on the waters of Lake Victoria, that

wide expanse of mother-tongue teaching experience, but in due

course branched off down the White Nile on the first stage of our

overseas experience. Soon we found ourselves trapped in the Sudd

swamps where progress was almost brought to a halt by a morass

of teaching methods and materials inappropriate for foreign

learners. If we retained a sense of direction and forced a chan-

nel,through, we sailed on again, still somewhat sluggishly, until

at-the confluence of the Blue and White Niles we were suddenly

carried forward by the impetus of the silt-rich waters surging

down from the Ethiopian Highlands of linguistic research. The
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mainstream of the Nile then carried us on a 6ourse which, if not

direct, was neverthelessjairly steady and impeded only by the

occasional pedagogical mud-bank or linguistic cataract. At the

Nile Delta, however, we have a choice of outlets to the sea of

linguistic competence. We can follow the. mainstream of English

for general communication or we can navigate along the narrower

channels, of English for special purposes.

Whatever charrel we choose, if we are to navigate our way suc-

cessfully, that channel ne'eds to be properly charted, and its

hazards located, so that the.most purposeful and direct course

might be steered. We tan learn from the trials and errors of

those who may unsuccessfully have preceded us--from their.strandings

and founderings and perhaps wasteful meanderings--and we can learn,

too, from others.who have tried systematically and scientifically

to take soundings and chart a route using sophisticated modern

techniques. This is what research on the teaching of English for

special purposes is all about--absorbing what is to be learnt

from previous experience and conducting such further investi-

gations as seem relevant, purprseful snd practical.

Before I Say a little about.what may be considered as rele-

vant, purposeful and practical, it is important to utter-a

.cautionary word and point out, as:Professor M.A.K. Halliday has

done,1 that research should not always be expected to produce

immediate and direct results. Nor is it desirable that all re-

search in this field of English' for special purposes be linked

to a special requirement, The planning of a particular course,

at a particular institution, in response to a particular outside

deMand, can lead, and has led in the past, to excessive fragmentation
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and duplication of effort. This danger can be reduced, of course,

by the resources of such centres as the English Teaching Infor-

mation Centre (ETIC) of the British Council, which includes in

its aims the diffusion of information about all aspects of teaching

English as a second or foreign language and jointly maintains,

with the Centre for Information on Language Teaching (CILT) , a

register,of current research. There will always be the need for

research which will feed into the teaching process in a rather

indirect way, and perhaps not alway's in the way that was first en-

visaged. As Halliday has written,

The _pursuit of generally agreed aims may be most effective if we
do not demand an immediate pay-off for each investigation, as
if its results could be fed straight into a course preparation
programme. The problem is to evaluate the research in such a
'way as to strike a balance between a rigid demand for mechanical
results on the one hand and an undirected and unrealiz.ti- dis-
persal of resources on the other.

With\this cautionary note, therefore let me say a little about

the main areas of recent research relevant to the teaching of Eng-
\

lish for special purposes. There are four such areas and I give

them in what appears-to be the most logical order of enquiry:

1. Research directed towards a clear specification of the require-
1

ments of a learner wanting a knowledge of English for a special

purpose.

2. Research directed towards an identification of the particular

characteristics of English when used for a special purpose.

3. Research directed towards a better understanding of the language

learning process.

4. Research directed towards the development of an effective

teaching methodology.

Investigation into the requirements of the adult language learner.
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(or his employer) is a 'form of consumer research. Before the

linguist can describe, or the teacher can teach, they should have

as explicit an account as possible of the special uses for which

English is needed as a language of communication--what the ,

learner is expected to do with the language. It is not very

helpful to talk broadly of English for scientists or doctors--

the langua

studies in Britai

problems of a foreign student beginning his medical

for example, are very different from those

of a highly qualified foreign surgeon participating in an inter-

national conference where English is the medium of communication,

and the problems of both are very different from those of an

Indian doctor in the British National Health Service trying to

understand the dialect of a Scottish farm worker. Ey- in the

limited field of interaction with professional colleagues of

similar standing, communication can embrace informal technical

discussions, formal committee work and both formal and informal

social occasions. Basically what we want to know is who says

or writes what, to or for whom, when, in what circumstances, and.

,why. We may not be able to cater for the requirements of any

one individual, but if the differing requirements are more ex-

plicitly formulated this is likely to bring out more useful

genei-alisations. The aim of this Conference is to bring to-

gether English language specialists and those able to identify

the uses of English they think relevant to adults who require a

command of that language to enable them to contribute to national

development. In this area of invesgation, the area of socio-

linguistics, the language specialists know the questions to ask

but'the consumers must supply the answers. And, though a
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fundamental area of enquiry for our purpose, this area of socio-

linguistic research is still comparatively unexplored.

Given answers to the questions just posed, the descriptive

lingUist can turn to the secondarea of research and try to iden-

tify the particular characteristics of English when used for the

special purposes thus defined. Many investigations,in this field

have not in fact developed from such-a definition and, although

important pieces of research, exemplify the caution I gave earlier

that relevant research cannot always be fed into the teaching

process with the expectation of immediate returns. And it is in

this area, too, with particular reference to what is broadly cal-

led scientific English, that there has been the greatest dupli-

cation of effort; ranging from student dissertdtions to full-

scale sponsored investigations like Huddlestone's four-year team
'

enquiry
2
into the linguistic properties of scientific English, in

which some 135,000 words of written scientific English were sub-

jected to grammatical analysis in respect of sentence and clause

. features. The immediate aim of Huddlestohe s work was purely

descriptive, but the findings are there for any teacher or course

writer who wishes to make use of them. The troubleothey will

have, however, is in trying to decide from all the linguistic

data given what, is most relevant for the specific needs of any

group of students. The cart has come before the horse--too mu.:h

broad descriptivepwork before the fundamental enquiries into the

explicit uses for which specialised English is required..

These investigations, however, have had some effect Upon what

is taught and on the emphasis felt to be relevant to the teaching

of English for special purposes. Investigations into the
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characteristics of special English are.implicily,sometimes ex-

plicitly, comparative.- They presume that the typical features of

one special use'differ from those.of another and that both differ

from the typical features'of English used for general communi-

cation. Some investigators believe that.the differences.are

mainly lexical and' that one.special English shares the same gram-

matical patterns of an'other but differs.from it-in the vocabulary

employed. This has led to some preoccupation with word frequency

lists and teachers and textbooks have often concentrated exces-.

sively on the technical vocabulary associated_with a.special

purpose. In fact, this may well be the least difficult problem.

for the foreign learner, who.may find greater difficulty with

semi7technical words which have.a range of meaning or with the

basic syntax of the language. Although the syntax of technical

language does not differ fundamentally from the syntax of every

day language, the greater frequency of certain grammatical con-

structions in ;technical texts may necessitate the selection of

such constructions for priority in teaching. However, it is

important to emphasise that special purpose teaching does not

mean exposing the learner only to examples of the limited special

language he wants to control.

The third research area I mentioned concerns the language

learning process. This is the area of psycho-linguistics, a com-

paratively recent area for research. Obviously the more we know

about the learning process in general and, in particular, the

differences between learning one's mother tongue and learning a

foreign language, and between learning as an adult and learning

as a child, the better. We,J,41 to know, too, what makes one

2
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person learn More quickly and more efficiently than another.

Viese are factors which must determine our teaching methodology.

I said earlier that we may not be able to cater for'the socio-

linguistic requirements of any one individUal; no more can we

expect to cater for the psycho-linguistic variations in the in-

dividual as a language learner. In both areas, however, research

is likelr to help us make more useful genetalisations.to aid our

teaching.

All this leads us to the fourth Area of researchmethodology,

which etbraces'the problems of selecting and grading.teaching

material, and presenting that material to students. Perhaps I

could illustrate this problem by briefly referring to an example

of the process of preparing material for a special purpose. The

special. purpose wds the development of in English course fot.first
.17

year students at the University of Khartoum where we started

with three basic assumptions.3 The first was that the students'

main concern with'English was to understand modern scientific

writing. The second was that science students learning English

as a foreign language would have time and attention only for

those features of English that were strictly relevant to their
, -

\

needs and\ the third was that there ere three stages in scientific

English: (a) a foundation that.could serve for any purpose; (b)

a superstructurethat could serve for any scientific purpose;

and (c) a later superstructure serving some special scientific

purpose.

Implicit in the first assumption was the need for an. early

decision on what particular communication skills the material was

intended to develop and on the particular circumstances in which
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it was expected those skills would be exercised. Different cir-

cumstances obviously lead to different conclusions regarding the

aim and purpose of the material's. Our students' needs were-seen

_to be, in order of prioritY:

1. Understanding wTitten scientific English(textbook).

2. Understanding spoken scientific English (ler'aires):

3. Ability t,o write scientific English (course work and exami-

nations).

4. Ability to speak scientific English (course work and tutorials).

The second assumptiork begs two'important questions: 'What do

we mean by scientific English and What are the relevant features

'of what we choose to call scientific English? All I need say

here is t.hat scientific English embraces the levela of (a) popular

science, '(b) textbooks, (c) learned ar,ticles.; and that there are

significant differencesin the lexical and structural characteris-

tics of theae levels. The decision taken at Khartoum was that

texts selected from popular science and learned articles were more

or less irrelevant to any first-year University course in.science

and rarely provided an opportunity for development. through con-

tinuity of material. This decision to concentrate on the language

of textbooks restricted the range of linguistic analysis necessary
0.

-

to decide what lexical and structural features should be emphasised

in the English course.

- The third assumption was that there are three stages in scientific

English. Dr most circumstances the foundation stage is provided

by the normal school EngliSh courae, which is not directed towards

any special purpose; the superstruCture for general scientific

purposes i3 usually required at sixth-form or first-year University
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le-.(el; and the later superstructure for special scientific

purposes, either in the last years of a University course or in

professiOnal.life after qualification. We could say at Khartoum

that our concern was with students who had reached an intermediate

stage both in their command of English And in their scientific

education. Scientific langUage cannot be divorced from scientific

ideas and difficulties *arise therefore, when command of English'

as the language of communication is out of phase with the scientific

ideas which a person is capable of communicating.

These assumptions, therefore, and their implications, were

all factors which influenced the selection and grading of our

teaching material and the presentation of that material in the

limited teaching circumstances imposed by administrative.needs.

This brief survey of the main areas of relevant research leading

to a teaching programme underlines the need for cooperative ef-

fort from a variety of disciplines. In universitie's it has not

always be-en possible 'to obtain the necessary interdepartmental

cooperation and for this reason there have been established

language centres such a's Professor Strevens' at the University

of Essex, where the interdisciplinary cooperation necessary for

work in this field can be more readily created. -Publishers, too,

are beginning to sponsor coOperative effort, an ekample of which

is Oxford University Press' English Language Teaching'Development

Unit at Colchester. And a specific example of cooperation is

work currently in progress on the preparation of a multi-media

course on English for Business being produced by the British

BroadcarsIting Corporation and the British Council in association

with Oxford University Press. I should like to conclude by
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outlining the development of this project.4

Research into the potential market for the English for Business

course was commissioned by the BBC and carried out early in 1970

by the English Language Teaching Development Unit of the Oxford

University Press. The basis of the research was a questionnaire
0

sent to o'ver 300 commercial firms in Europe and Japan involved in

a wide range of industrial and commercial activities. The survey

showed that certain types of staff (managerial and executive,

secretarial, research, technical, sales, aavertising and marketing)

need to use English regularly at work while other types (pro-

duction, buying, accounts, transport and distribution) need to

use English rarely. The language skills required by the staff

who use English regularly were analysed and, apart from some

obvious deviations(e.g., the managerial staffs' predominant need

for oral fluency, the technical staffs' need to be able to read

technical literature), the requirements-of the different types

were shown to be generally similar. The one clear exception was

provided by secretarial staff. The research analysed in detail

the specific language requirements of the relevant staff in terms

of lexis, grammar, s-ocial and situational formulae.

While parts of the English for Business course are intended to

appeal to anyone interested in the way English is used in business

contexts,"the principal aim is to cater for the highly motivated

student who needs to improve his English, either to do his existing

job better or to gain a better position. The course will there-

fore provide a wide range of materials for the acquisition and

improvement of those language skills shown by te:-research to be

important for business people who use English regularly at work.
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The prospective student will-be expected to have received a

formal grounding in English, to be acquainted with most of the

fundamental grammar, and be able to understand and use a vocabu-
,

lary of the important structural words in addition to perhaps

2,000 general content words. However, his grammar may be weak or

suffer from mother-tongue interference, and his ability to take

part in spontaneous conversation will probably be undeveloped; in

particular, he will almost certainly be unahle to operate the

social and situational formulae which are essential to business

communication, largely because such formulae are not susceptible

to conventional grammar-based classification and teaching. The

main emphasis of the course, therefore, will be on the teaching

of the formulae appropriate to business contexts. In addition

to covering the well-defined formulae of activities such as public

speaking, telephone contact, entertainment, formal reporting and

product description, the course will give prominent attention to

other formulae which are essential to the successful operation of

communication in business because they constitute the recognised

means of attracting attention, interpreting, forcing a point

home, manipulating a discussion, etc.

The course will cater for two distinct types of student:

1. The individual, following the course at home by means of a

series of TV lessons supported -by other written or recorded

material.

2. The group, following the course in an institution or as part

of a firm's training programme. Like the individual, the

group will follow the TV lessons (as they are transmitted,

or by means of film/video-cassettes), but they are likely to
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use the written/recorded material as part of a teacher-centred

system ,of learning.

The different pedagogical requirements of these types will be

recognised by providing a wide range of suitable materials designed

to perform the pedagogical tasks most appropriate to thi!ir specific

media. The series of TV lessons however, is seen as the basis

of the course as a whole; these lessons will provide the situational

focus and reference point of all the individual lesson units of ,

the course.

There will be thirteen TV lp.ans at first. The series will be

filmed in colour. Each fifteen-minute lesson will feature typical

buziness situations or operations involving an imaginary English

engineering firm which is.developing a component for an electrically-

driven. city car. The serial story format will be used and the

style of presentation is expected to offer sufficient human interest

to attract a wide general audience in addition to highly motivated

students. Since the specific aim of the TV series is to demonstrate

English in use in convincing business contexts. the TV lesson will

not be divided,hk.stom ry manner, into narrative sequences

and teaching se , However, the form in which the narrative

is presented will give opportunities for repetition, restatement

and reinforcement. Moreover, since it is envisaged that many TV

rganisations may want t- extend the lessons to fill transmission

units of up to thirty minutes, the BBC will provide extra material

(written in:truction, still -photograf.., filmed extracts) for the

local production of teaching sequences. The lessons will be suitable

for direct TV transmission, for 16mm film projection, or for

transfer to video-cassettes.
60
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Scripting of the TV series has already begun. Production

is scheduled to begin in the spring of this year and it is hoped

that the course will be ready for dlytribution at the end of the

-year.
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SURVEYING SOME SOLUTIONS

This section presents some case studies of actual programs which

have provided English instruction for special purposes.

6 2
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PRESENTATION TO BEIRUT CONFERENCE ON ADULT ENGLISH FOR
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CHARLES D. JoHNsoN
ARAM"

In talking about the ARAMC 0 experience in teaching English to the

Saudi, I want to emphasize that policies, approaches and problems--

the very situation relating to the teacking of English--involve

far more than Errglish itself. English training is only a part
.%

although a vety important part- -of a larger program designed to

make the Saudi an effectiVe meMber of the ARAMCO:workforce.. This

program includes an academic course of math, general science,

physics, chemistry, histoff, geography and commercial subjects--

all taught in Englishair Well as a five-year course in English'

itself. Completion of this academic course gives our trainees

roughly the equivalent of an llth grade education in a U.S.

high school. There is also a shop p rogram to give the employees

ss
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both theoretical and practical training for the job. The theoreti-

cal work is in English as is a certain amount of the practical

training. In addition, there is on-the-job training and there are

special courses--also in English--for those in supervisory posi-

tions.

Academic training is intended for all Saudi employees who demon-

strate capability. The amount of training depends in part upon

the requirements of the job, in part upon the employee's own

aptitude, interest and performance. An employee who is not as-

signed to training--or is not assigned beyond a certain level--

may attend on a voluntary basis until he haS completed the course

providing he is able to keep up with the work and pass the tests.

At present there are 806 employees in our academic program, 671

of these studying English. 246 are full-time trainees, many of

whom are high-potential employees targeted for responsible jobs

in ARAMCO; they will continue their studies in technical schools,

colleges and universities in the U.S. I might add that, in

general, our trainees are highly motivated, inasmuch as promo-

tions, pay increases and out-of-kingdom training assignmentc

depend to a considerable degree on success in the academic program.

As long as ARAMCO has been involved in formal trainingand-

this (in one form or another) covers thirty years--there has

been a special emphasis on English language training. English

is the language of oil technology and of the people who work dn

oil. Communication on the job creates an obvious need for Eng-

lish training, although in ARAMCO, at the present time, tki,e,ral

communication factor is less important than it was in the past

since the number of Americans in the field is steadily decreasing
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as the Saudis themselves take over the skilled jobs.and more and

more of the supervision. We would have difficulty justifying our

program on this basis, then. I think we must say that the principal

reason for English training is to enable., the Saudi to get the

technical training that is required by the oil industry and .to4be

able to read the job manuals and other printed materials relevant

to oil production. At the present time, and adding-everything

together, it is more practical, more effective, more economical,

and more in the interests of the employee himself, to teach him

English and give him his training in English than it would be to

try to convert all the materials into Arabic.

More Specifically, at the end of the English course we want

the trainee to be able to carry on a relatively smooth, gramma-

tically correct conversation on a variety of job-related-and non-

job-related subjects; to read with comprehension a wide variety

of unedited technical and non-technical material; to prepare 're-

porti and to express his ideas in a written form, logically and

with relatively few mechanical errors. In more concrete terms,

we want him to get at least 450 on the Test of English as a Foreign

Language. (In actual fact, quite a few get 500 or above, 500-

550 being the acceptable score in most U.S. colleges and univer-

sities.)

At this point I wish to make clear a major tenet of ARAMCO

policy with regard to training. The Company does not take the har-

row view that training is simply a matter of giving a man the

specific skins that are required on his specific job. Rather it

has pursued the long-range goal of developing the man to his

maximum potentiai--and this means educating him in the broader
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sense. This is in ARAMCO's own interests. The Company needs not

only men with all kinds of technical skills; it needs men with

the kind of transferable skills which enable them to move from

one job to another; men who can take on responsibility--and more

and more responsibility--within the Company; men who can exercise

initiative and make decisions; men who can think and solve prob-

lems.

It is the position of ARAMCO trainincr today that if the course

of academic study is to help produce the kind of employee the

Company Wants and needs, then training must go beyond the im-

parting of academic learning; it must involve itself in changing

attitudes and behavior, to make a better "achiever." And since

the individual's potential to achieve is limited in large Tart

by his ability to reason--to analyze, to analogize, to make in-

ferences, to diaw conclusions, to in' Iret and so forth--it is

also felt there muzt be special empha_ 3 on the development Of

thinking skills. Finally, it is the position of training that

the course and/or the _Dntent of the course should not be nar-
--

rowly confined to ob needs--indeed, need not be directlyieb-
-

,

related at all. Our English, therefore, is not p-ecific to the

job. It is gene-al English. The idea to give the trainee a

broad base from which, in the development of his potential, he

can move out in a number of directions. The idea, also, is to

give him a broader and.deeper understanding of the world in

which he lives and of his place in it.

Strictly from the standpoint of oil production, the program

may seem something of a luxury, and I would be less than candid

if I did not tell you that in the past there was a certain amount
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of resistance from people in management and on 'the line who felt

that we were wasting man-hours by teaching things not directly re-

lated to the job. It is to the credit of the program, however,

that over the years that resistance has faded; today, in fact, the

over-riding piesSure on training is to provide more in the academic

. program rather than less and to retrain those who completed their

course when'the program was not as effective as it is today.

This despite t'ne fact that many ofithese trainees are badly needed

on the job. The line and service organization feel that the pro-

gram is relevant. With what he gets in school, the man is easier

to train and work with.on the job. The training in thinking and

problem solving the broad experience in speaking, rpading and

writing provide the employee with transferable skills which make
7

him more flexible and mobile. Interestingly, the greatest de-,

and is for English.

The cost is admittedly substantial. Between 1956 and 1970

the Company spen ,484,Q00 on the academic training of'its

employees in t e fierd, as compared to $5,690,000 for training in

the Industrial Training'Shops'. In addition, from 1960 to 1970

the Company spent $9,375,000 on out-of-kingdom training--almost

a million dollars a year. Since 1949 the Company has sent 477

employees out-of-kinidom on study assignments--and there wilr be

another thirty-nine this year.

The program, of course, has not been without its problems and

challenges. In the teaching of English, for instance, we'are

not dealing with people who are merely learning another language

and culture--as might be the case with Frenchmen, Germans or

Russians; rather, we are dealing with people whose education is
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of a traditional, non-western type. Our learners, whatever their

association with the modern world through the Company and through

the'media, are 'still largely traditional in outlook. For the

most part, they still see theMselves living in a world in which

they are subject to, forces beyond their control, dependent upon

extetnal authority--the family, the tribe, the religion, the

government, the Company. And they are inclined ..to think of

learning as the proCess of committing authority to memory. The

traditional relationship of teacher and.student is authoritative

but at the same time personal and the learning situation is

characterized by passivity and dependence. This dependence is

manifest in many ways, even in our own less traditional situa-

tion. Even at the top levels Ahere are those students who feel

we should teach for the test, and that 'the test should be a

direct feedback from the book. They have difficulty following

direction, especially when something new is involved; they want

to stick to the old. Sometimes, when we have explained a task

and set them to work; they will write a few words or lines and

then come up to the desk. "Is this what you want, teacher?"

There is always this business of trying to figure out not what

the assignment requires but rather what will please the teacher.

One of the most difficult concepts to get across is that the

grade, to be meaningful, must depend upon the individual's own

achievement; it is not something given to him by the teacher,

and it cannA be arrived at by taking into account the student's

personality, his personal problems, his personal connections and

so forth.

How do we deal with these problems? I guess you could say we
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try to create a classroom situation--an atmosphere, perhaps--in

which we become increasingly less tolerant, from year to year, of

these manifestations of dependence and in which success comes to

those who can stand on their own feet.

This is a gradual process, of ct,arse. It is a matter of

building confidence in the learner and at the heart of this is

the ability to think and solve pfoblen . Our problem is that be-
,

cause of basic outlook and educational background, ou_ trainees,

when we get them, are pretty much rote learners. If they are to

become effective.learnersi and employees we must somehow un-rote
0

them, But .;;111? One answer--deceptively simple, perhaps7-is that

we discourage rote learning by not asking question, posing prob-

lems, or giving tests which permit rote answers. Furthermore,

the Director of a program' ensures that his teachers do not set

questions that can be answered by memorizing the passage, he

forces them to change their methods of teaching.

However, if the building of thinking skills is to be effective,

there must be some kind of step-by-step procedure from simple.'to

complex skills. Now, if our English instrur:tion materials had

been produced in the field, theA it would :Te been possible to.

build in. this kind of thinking skill 'development. Our textbool:s,

however, are drawn from,the generally familiar liSt of materials

designed foT the teaching of English as a foreign languageL-plus
\

a few others feel to be appropriate. The difficulty with so

many of these materials, and especially at .the hither levels, is

that although they are useful in helping the learner toward a com-

mand of the language, they nevertheless assume a western or wes-

ternized learner, educated to a fairly high level in and through
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his own language and culture, and maybe even physically present

in the United States. Although for the most part these materials

require the learner to use rather sophisticated thinking skills,

they don t really train him in these. To make up for this de-

ficiency we have introduced into our curriculum some of the ma-

terials used in U.S. schools for the development of reading and

thinking skills. I am referring particularly to the Science Re-

/
search Associates (SRA) and the Educational Developmental Labora-

tories (ELL) materials, both ,of which offer the advantages of

syst_ .atic skill development through readings which, for the

Most part have adult appeal.

I think it should.be.clear bY now that in the teaching and

learning of English and in the broader aim of producing ef-

ficient Company employees, our problems are essentially cultural.

In the profession today there are probably few who would deny

that a true command of English requires some understanding of

the English-speaking culture. But in ARAMCO mere understanding

is not enough; we ask that the trainee accommodate hithself in

some degree to a culture in.which, in effect, he is already

working. If we are to be successful in this, however, we must

ourselves understand his culture; we must be able to predict how,

:!.:1 the light of his own culture, he will react in a 'given situ-

ation. Let me give an example of the kind _.plicaticn that

can arise. "A few weeks ago we gave our stu:Jents a:reading com-

prehension quiz u_ing a passage about Houdin.,.--the great escape

artist. The passage mentioned that Houdini was the subject of a

great deal of controversy and it was suggested that his integrity

was in question. It was also stated, very specifically, that
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for purposes,of publicity Houdini actively encouraged the contro-

versy. Yet', in answer to a-'question concerning his reaction to

this controversy--(a) he encouraged it, (b) he defended himself,

(c) he ignored it--more than half the students indicated Houdini

had defended himSelf." When asked why they had given.this answer

despite the specific statement.to.the contrary, they answered

that a. man was obliged io defend his honor. One student.went so

far .as to claim that the statement in the article must have been

false. What.we are faced with here is..the tendencyor perhaps

even compulsion--io screen out that which does not fit into the

learner.'s own culture and to read in that which does.

Now, unless the teacher understands the nature and importance

of integrity and honor in Saudi culture, he cannot.understand why

the students would give th wrong answer about Houdini; and he

would likely admonish them 'for careless reading rather than recog-

nize the true nature of his own task. On:the other hand, unless

the Saudi learner can grasp the importance of.personal achieve-

ment in.our culture and the.relativewillingness.of the individual

to subordinate the defence of personal honor to achievement goals,

then.the action of a Houdini in encouraging.controversy reflecting

on his integrity must remain incomprehensible.. The point is im-

portant, for the defense of personal.honor yersus achievement has

strong'implications relating.to.success and advancement on.the

job.

For us, as teachers, it is not enough that we have some under-

standing of the other culture; it is imperative that we bring Lhis

understanding actINely to the teaching. process. I think it im-

portant that we be aware of the cultural meaning of what goes on
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in the'teaching-learning situation. I think we should select our

materials with the cultural meaning in mind. And I think that

by and large we have failed in this. The failure is not ours

alone by any means; I think the failure to take culture into

account.adequately is a failure of the profession. There has

been too little definitive work in this area. It is Ir-ped that

in the future the profession will give far mor serious attention

to this aspect of language learning.

The ARAMCO program is not perfect, either in conception or in

executionin the content of the course or in the manner in which

it is taught--and I would be misleading you if I tried to give

the impression that we have created a large corps of self-starting

achievers, capable of solving all problems. But neither would I

want to leave you with the impression that we have not moved a

long way toward fulfilling our goals. My own supervisor, when I

am teaching, is a Saudi who went through our academic program,

served as a teacher in thiS same program and was then sent out-

of-kingdom for additional study before moving into his present

position as Principal of the Industrial Training Center in Dhahran.

I can assure'you of his capability.

One aspect Of the program worth mentioning is that it has the

advahtages of continuity and relaiive stability; this means we

have been able to build on experience toward a stronger, more ef-

fective program. In addition, our program of study is sufficiently

long--five years--to give the trainee a chance to absorb and di-

gest the learning experience, to mature and to fcrm thinking and

study habits more in line with Company needs. If we have not

always been successful, I think it ii because we have not been
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selective enough, or because the cultural distance has been

too great for some of our learners or because we have not

seen our problems as clearly as we should or been as efficient

as we sthould.

One last wod' on the relationship of management and training.

ARAMCO is an oil company and the business of oil companies is oil.

It is perfectly. understandable, I think, that management would

prefer not to be in the training business at allwould be happy,

in fact, to turn training Oyer to an outside organization. Yet

ARAMCO management has not shirked its responsibilities. In a

spirit of enlightened self-interest it has in fact gone far be7ond

its obligations under the concession agreement in order to give

the Saudi the kind of training he needs, he wants, he deserves.

7 3
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PLANNING A TEFL PROGRAM1 A CASE STUDY

FAZE LARUDEE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY IN.CAIRO

Introduction

At the Technical and Vocational Schools in Zgharta, Lebanon,

English has been the medium of instruction since December 1970.

Seven of the instructors in the schools knew pracTcsilly no Eng-

lish ten months prior to conducting their first ItlAi class in

English. They and four others were selected by the Directorate

of Technical and Vocational Schools (TVS) to take an intensive

course in English which would prepare them far the opening of

the new school in Zgharta. The three parties involved in initia-

ting, planning and executing this project were the Ford Founda-

tion (FF) as the sponsor, the Directorate of Technical and Vo-

cational Schools (TVS) as the consumer, and the English Language

Institute (ELI) of the American University in Cairo (AUC) as
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the supplier.

Description of the Project

The initial negotiations for the projct started in July 1968

when Mr. Harvey Hall of the Ford Foundation in Be irut asked me two

questions, to both of which I gave tentAtive and conditional but

.nevertheless affirmative answers. Insofar as I remember them, the

questions were:

1) Is it possible to teach enough Eng1 to a group of experienced

teachers, whose English proficienc), is almost nil, to enable

them after one year of language instrUction to teach their own

subjects in English?

2) Would the English Language Institute of AUC be interested in

undertaking such a project?

Between August and December details ef the program and the_bud..

get were worked out between myself, th Ford Foundation and ad-

ministrative officers of the Technical olld Vocational Schools.

the final project we had eleven particisetts in a single class.

Two teachers were assigned to the projet, each of whom met with

th .! participants for sixteen hours per lieek, making a total of

thIrty-two hours. The classes began ok February 3, 1969, and

ended in J3nuary 1970 with a total .of months break during the

year.

'The Technical School provided lodgikg for the teachers as well

as for the supervisor whenever superviorY trips were made. Of

course, TVS also provided all necessary Physical facilities, furni-

ture and equipment. Books and tapes 14/.1,e provided by AUC.

The cost of the project, other than Ole contribution of TVS,

came to approximately $17.50 per class, Dotal' or less than $1.60
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per student hour.

The final report on each student showed that nine of them were

considered quite capable of teaching their own subjects in Eng-

lish, while the other two were considered borderline cases.

In March 1971, a follow-up trip to Tripoli and Zgharta where

these participants are now working revealed the following:

1) Seven of them are still teaching in the Zgharta school.

2) One has an administrative capacity in the same school.

3) One of the seven who are teaching in the Zgharta school was

one of the two borderline cases. His performance, however,

was quite satisfactory.

4) The other three are teaching in French-medium schools for

personal reasons.

5) One of the former teachers in the project and I, as the former

Director of ELI/AUC, visited several classes to observe the

performance of the teachers. Afterwards we held a conference

with the teachers at which we heard a well-justified plea for

a refresher course which would enable them to at least retain

their present proficiency level.

.Planning

I believe an elaboration of the major activities in preparing

for the project may prove useful in future planning.

A. Developing the program

Fortunately, in the case of this project the "terminal behavior"

of the participants was determined in advance. They were to be

able to teach their own subjects in English beginning the tenth

month of the project. For this particular group of students,

whose English proficiency was practically nil, this meant the
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development of at least the following skills:

1) They had to be able to speak to their students.

2) In preparation for their lessons, they needed to read techni-

cal books.

3) They needed to become familiar with classroom expressions such

as "homework," "erase the blackboard," "grades," etc.

4) Before they could devote 5Pecific attention to their narrow

field of interest, howevef, they had to be able to develop a

certain level of general proficiency so that they might be

able to engage in more adVanced activities using English.

For these reasons the year was divided into four periods, each

representing a stage of develoPMent with a. specific goal leading

up to the terminal behavior aild its refinement. These periods

and their goals were as follovis:

Stage 11 four months (Februaslaxl

The goal of this stage was to develop general proficiency.

For this purpose major emphasis was placed on spoken Eaglish and

informal situations in which the participants had the opportunity

to use in a natural setting, the English they had learned in

class. et,rms of methods of formal language teaching, drills

and la,guage laboratory were osed regularly for both comprehension

and production.

Stage 2, two months (June 15:.-2,aglat 15),

A two-week vacation separated the first two stages as the first

stage was expected to be quite taxing both to the participants

and to the teachers. During the s econd stage, three goals guided

the activities of the program:

1) To give the participants 0. comp lete course in English grammar
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(this task actually started toward the middle of the first

stage).

2) -) emphasize technical vocabulary.

3) To enable the participants to be conversant in their fields

in English.

Plans for field trips to industrial plants suffered greatly owing

to certain internal problems, but the teaching of the necessary

grammar and technical vocabulary yielded the desired results.

Stage 3, one month (September 1-30)

Primary emphasis during this period was to be placed on teaching

classroom expressions. Situational teaching, therefore, was con-

sidered to be most appropriate for achieving this goal. Various

members of the class prepared sample lessons which they expected

to use later with their real students. These lessons were taught

.in simulated situations with the other participants posing as

students. Minor emphasis was placed on English grammar and techni-

cal vocabulary.

Stage 4, three months (October-December)

The primary goal of this stage was to refine the participants'

performance in English. Their teachers were to help them prepare

their daily lesson plans. Then the teachers were to observe their

performance in class as they taught the lessons. This observa-

tion was to be followed by individual as well as group conferenct,.F

to discuss'problems and correct specific mistakes. Unfortunateiy,

due to circumstances beyond our control, this period had to be

condensed into only one month (January 1970) with less than

satisfactory results. Nevertheless, the basic plan for this

stage, as outlined above, was carried out under simulated
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(

conditions during October-December in Beirut.

B. Recruiting Teachers

We decided to focus most carefully on four major elements in

the program. These were the selection of the teachers, the

selection of textbooks, the selection and applieation of methods

and the supervision of the program. In this frame of reference,

therefore, the recruitment of teachers was given top Triority.

In recruiting teachers we tried to look for the following'

features:

1) His professional qualifications had to include his ability

not only to teach lessons out of a textbook effectively, but

also to be able to modify the material on hand whenever neces-

sary.

2) In his personal qualifications, in addition to the usual

features, we looked for his ability to relate to others

easily and effectively. Furthermore, he had to be genuinely

interested in making a success of the project. This called

for a person with a high sense of professional responsibility.

3) We looked for teachers who were genuinely interested in the

students' cultural traits.

4) Since informal activities and field trips were to be an in-

tegral part of the program, we looked for teachers who could

devote adequate time to these activities.

5) Considering the wide range of the linguistic needs of the

participants, we looked fof teachers capable of teaching both

elementary and advanced levels.

6) Anticipating the need for some counseling as well as con-

sidering the very low level of
7
'the students' proficiency, we
9
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looked for teachers who could speak with the students in

their own language if, and only if, it was absolutely

necessary.

Naturally, we looked for teachers who could work together

as a team.

8) Since we were dealing with an all male class of-participants,

within an all male campus setting, we made sure that.at least

one of the two teachers was male.

C. Determining Goals

In setting goals for each stage as well as for terminal be-

havior, the following guidelines were considered:

1) The need of the consumer (TVS) , which was clear in this case

but may not be as clear in other cases. The fact remains,

however, that the more precise the goal the greater the chances

of attaining it.

2) The motivation of the student, which was considered very im-

portant. Fortunately, in the case of this project, the stu-

dents were very highly motivated as they felt that their

future depended largely upon their success in the improvement

of their English proficiency. For this reason it is im-

portant to make sure that the student is so.mehow remunerated

for improving his proficiency in English. This remuneration

may take the form of a trip abroad, piiority for promotion,

a raise in salary or something else.

The goals were considered attainable in the light of the

length of time allotted to the project, the availability of

sufficient and qualified manpower to do the job, the availa-

bility of appropriate and adequate physical and environmental
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facilities to enSure reasonable success of the project and

the availability of adequate time and personnel for the super-

vision of theprogram.

D. Selecting Textbooks

In selecting textbooks the following questions were considered

important:

1) Does it contribute to the attainment of the goal's set both

for the immediate stage and for the terminal behavior?

2) Does the teacher approve of it as an appropriate text which

he can use effectively?

3) Does it develop the linguistic skills and cultural under-.

. standing necessary for the success of the program?

Is it coMpatible with the best known principles of language

teaching?

5) Is it sufficiently self-contaj.ned tb reduce or even_eliminate

the need for making supplementary material?

6) Is it appropriate for the student's level of proficiency?

Supervision

While advanced planning,,careful selection of teachers and

textbooks and emphasis on contextual orientation proved to be

very helpful, close supervision was considered extremely important

in directing the activities toward the predetermined g,als.

In this project supervisory guidance was offered in two ways.

We were fortunate to have a representative of the Ford Foundation

devoting.corisiderable time to this Trogram. Dr. Lewis Land not

only counseled the administrative officers of TVS, he also visited

-our classes quite regularly and gave helpful assistance to our

teachers. 81
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The second type of supervision was offered by'frequent visits

by the Director of the English Language Institute of the American

University in Cairo. The primary purpose of these visits was

not to check up on the teachers; careful scre.ening had already

resulted in recruiting responsible teachers. 'Rather, in these

visits we held conferences with the teachers, the participants

and the consumers to see what changes in ourAllterim goals and/or

oui planned activities were desirable to reach those goals.

Throughout the entire project we remained flexible to allow the,"

many changes in our program, both major and minor, which were

deemed necessary for effective teaching.

Guidelines for Planning a TEFL Program

On the basis of the deducti6ns which could be made from the

"TripOli Project" and the insights which I have gained from

developing" and executing several other projects, I believe the

following points should be taken into consideration by both con-

Sumers and suppliers in planning and administering a TEFL pro-

gram:

A. Preliminary Discussions

1) Start as early as possible.

2) Discuss it with as many interested and qualified persons

as convenient.

3) Seek the counsel of a competent person in ascertaining

your need as well as in finding the best way of meeting it.

B. Planning for the Program

,1) Strive for mutual understanding and appreciation between

consumer and supplier:

. By proviçling an atmosphere for mutual education.
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b. By developing mutual respect for each other's insti-

tutional policies and limitations.

c. By.showing genuine interest in each other's goals,

aspirations and problems.

Assuming that the supplier is primarily responsible for

the development of the plan, he s;:ould gain the support

of the consumer:

a. By keeping the line of comItication with the consumer

constantly open.

b. By involving the consumer in the planning of the pro-

gram insofar as possible.

c. By respecting the consumer's opinions and suggestions

whenever they contrivate to the improvement of th

program.

C. Preparation for Administering the Program

1) Screening the studentsfor admission into the program.

This is best done by the consumer.

2) Screening the admitted students for placement in levels

and classes. This is dom by the supplier.

3) Recruiting teachers.

4) Selecting textbooks.

5) Preparing physical facilities including classrdbms, space

and equipment for the use of audio-visual aids, and space

and facilities fr.r informal activities such as dirj.1g,

recreation and so forth.

6) Procuring books and teaching aids, and providing for

proper operation of the equipftent. It is necessary to

order books and other materials far enough in advance so

7 6
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that the; be on hand before the,actual program.

begins.

7) Establishing goals which will lead to the desired ter-

minal behal the students.

8) Establishi: .;ely coordinated steps .leading to desig-

nated goals.

Determining the number of hours for each type of edu-

.cational activity, such as formal clsswork, use of

teaching aids,and informal teaching.situations.

10) Planning for breaks for both students and teachers.

These breaks need to be compatible With the policies of

the inStitutions involved, the length of each session or

semester, the season, the national and religious holidays

, of the country and the linguistic needs of the students.

11) Dermining the manner and frequency of supervision.

12). Providing foir necessary secretarial assistance tJgether

with duPiicating facilities if needed.

Administration of the Program

The following factors should be considered important in ad-

ministering a TEFL program:

1) Cooperation between consumer and supplier.

2) ,Constant evaluation of instructional activities to ensurt..

a steady progress toward set goals and the terminal be-

havior.

3) Respect for the opihion of the teachers who are in im-

mediate con act with the students.

4) Involvement of the consumer institution insofar as pos-

sible.
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5) Complete flexibility in applying the best availb-eans

and methods of language teaching even if it means major

changes in the previously planned program.

6) Motivation of the students.

7) Notivation and dedication of the teaching and administrative

staff.

Satisfaction and comfort of the teachers in terms of the

perquisites they receive, the.m6ral support given to them

and the atmosphere in which they work.

E. Supervision

1) Conferences with the teachers to discover the degree of

their -satisfaction with the textbooks, the teaching aids,

the attitude of the students, the cooperation of the 'con-

sumer;- and to discuss specifiC problems.

2) Conferences with the students to discover their progress

their leeling about ale textbooks, about the teachers,

about the teaching aids, about the methods and about in-

formal activities as a part of the language teaching

program.

3) Conferences with the consumer to discover his interest

in the program, the degree of his involvement in tne pro-

gram, his impressions about the program and his.sug-

gestions for needed improvements.

4) Every supervisory mission.shoUld include class visita-

tions and conferences with the teachers regarding the

teaching activities.

5) Periodic testing of the students' proficiency shoul& be

a part of the supervisory ,I.ctivities. The results of
8 5
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these tests are necessary not only for submitting re-

ports but also for checking student progress.

The supervisor should consider himself an integral part

of the program, and therefore should get as close to the

students as he can. This attitude will create an in-

formal atmosphere which will encourage the students as

well as the teachers to discuss their problems with the

supervisor.

F. Follow-up

Periodic follow-up should be considered a necassi+ iasting

results are desired from a TEFL program. This is pa Jarly

true in the Middle East where English is usvIlly uscd in a non-

English speaking society. Areas of coceri l. in a follow-up !ihould

include;

1) A test of English proficiehcy to determine the degree of

its improvement or decline.

2) An examination of means by which the alumni continue

'improve their English.
I

3)- An examination of their respon.Libili' as sei if thelr

English ts suited for the job.

4) Recommendations by the follow-ur te,,:a on hor alumni

should improve their English proficiency.

The involvement with "The. Tripoli Proj(-!ct" has bt.s.n a rich a.

gratifying-experience for me personaliy. It has tPaght re muLh

about what can or cannot be done'in a specific. TEFL project. In

,

this paper I have tried to 'share onliy the 'lighligl-As o the pro-

ject with you.

8 6
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A CHALLENGING PROJECT

ROBERT J. SULLIVAN
CPM, DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA

In planning this conference, onc "f our main purposes was to

bring about a coordination of e.1_...c;rt and a pooling of the profes-

sional skills available in the various programs in t'lle area. Our

. hope was that this would work to the mutual benefit of b:_th con-

sumers and specialists. Personally, I am most grateful for the

opportunity to partidipate in this cOnference--it -,I been a

mcst rewarding and enlightening.experience. How.e!Ver, as the

Years move on, the more convinced I become that, in any given

iield, we can hardly expect a specialist to have all the answers.

He does perhaps develop a keener appreciation of.the problems

and he strives to bring his skill and experience to bear on their

solutions. Speaking :lor myself, I can say that I have pienty of

problems in my work and by no means all the answers. But perhaps.
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a Alaring of some of my experience:, with you will put us in a bet-

ter position to solve some of the problems that face us all.'

I came to the College of Petroleum and Minerals (CPM) , in

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, two years ago as Director of the English

Language Institute, Previous to that I had spent twenty-six

years, from 1943 , 1969, in Baghdad, Iraq. During that time,

except for the nine years when I acted as principal, I taught

English to Iraqi students on the intermediate and secondary levels.

I also had tL good fortune to ass-i-s-t-trhe Iraqi Ministry of Edu-

cation in conducting an in-service training program for govern-

ment school teachers of English. These.teachers were later used'

in an experimental program in government.intermediate schouls

and taught English according to modern linguistic methods. Then,

six years ago, I was asked to set up and supervise the English

language program which. is still operating in the Institute of

Public Administration in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

With this background, then, I came tO Dhahran in June 1fj

The College of Petroleum and Minerals is a young institutj..Jn

in many respects it is still in the pioneering stage.

inception, and for very practical reasons, the decision was made

to use Engli-h as the medium of instruction for thc college

courses. This necessitated the setting up'of a Preparatory Year

in which the main purpose was to provide training in English for

the Saudi secondary school graduates. Although the records show

that these students had been given previous training in English,

the fact was that their knowledge of English was very weak and

certainly insufficient to enable them to pursue studi-: on the

College level. This situation has unfortunat.ily continued; the
N..

8 8
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results of the tests I gave incoming students in the past two

years revealed that only -.1bout ten per cent had even a rudimentary

knowledge of English and very little ability to communicate.

They had to be regarded, then, practically as beginners--this

was the.first challenge.

It seems obvious that in planning a program the first step

must be to determine the objective; only after that is clearly

defined can we decide on the most efficient means to achie,'e. this

objective. In practice, however, this procedure is not always

followed out; you yourselves know of cases where texts and even

a language lab have been provided, and then the question is

asked, "Now, what dO we do with them?" At CPM, given the concrete

circumstances, our objective is to lead.our students from the

beginning stages of Engii.sh up to the level of proficiency which

will enable them to follow courses given in English in the College.

This is the challenge we face: how do We meet it?

First of all tbere is the problem of recruiting competent

teachers. With an enrollment in the Preparatory Year of 165 stu-

dents, and with fifteen students to a section, eleven teachers

are needed as a minimum. My experience has convinced me that with

the ekacting demands of a properly taught language program a good

teacher works most efficiently and productively with a teaching

load of not more than 20 hours a week. Hence the need for at

least eleven teachers. I choose to speak of the teaching staff

first, because the most important single element in the pr(gram

is the teacher. I am convinced that the success or failure of

a properly designc_ program depends primarily on the teachers.

It has been pointed out time and again that effective language
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teaching tolay involves the practical application of linguistic

and pedagogical principles and techniques by professionally

trained personnel. Yet this fundamental truth has often been

dregarded, mith the result that programs either fail or do not

produce the results desired.

There is a distinet advantage in having native English speakers

as teachers, but, as Lado and others have pointed out, this is

not sufficient. Training in the essentials of good teaching is

'necessary, and over and above this, training which enables the

individual to utilize the findingS of modern linguistic science

These are the qualifications we require at CPM--successful

teaching experience an:.. preferably a Masters in TEFL. Recruiting

properly qualified teachers from suc a distance.as Dhahran is

not an easy matter, and in my opinion it is made more difficult

by the complicated machinery for recruiting imposed by the College.

Unfortunately the field frum which we can choose is F stantially

limited by the fact that we are not nermitted to employ women,

bot this is a restri:Aion we have to live with. We recruit

teachers ftom both the 6tates and Britain. For candidates in

the States I send out announcements to department heads or personal

friends in various universitie7., and also run anEouncement in

TESOL. In England, th British Council is helping us this year

to recruit, and after this conference I plan to go to London to

interview candidates they have contacted. I feel it is quite

important that the LL11. or of a program should himself make the:

selection of the teach:rs he is go,jr.=, to work -lth, and this as

a result of personal interviews.

For the men wh) do meet our qualifications and who are accepted
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on our staff, my experience has demonstrated the adVisability and

even necessity of giving some cultural orientation to those who

are starting to work in an unfamiliar enviro%ment. They can do

a much more effective job, avoid many mistakes and, at the same

time, live more happily if they have a knowledge of the customs

and ways oi life of the people.with whcila they work. They will

find it a great advantage, of course, in their teaching, if they

are able to use materials which were developed specifically for

the people of this culure.

So the next point I would like to take up (and this is a

further challenge) is the matter of materials. At CPM, for the

first eight weeks, we use materials which were specially pre-

pared for our students. The text is cai-Jd Presenting English

and it is designed to aid students to acquire ,.ome of the solid

foundation-they must have as the basis for ultimate proficiency

in the use of English. This text is based on materials which

we first prepared in Baghdad and then used and re-worked over-a

period of ei:::ht years, and which were adapted for use in the

In..titute of Public Administra ion in Riyadh. They provide for

three hours of classroom instru,tion daily, and cne hour in the

language lab, five days a week, for a total of twenty hours,

They are severely graded and carefully organized, and cons+ant

review is built into them. They also give special consideration

and emphasis to those points in the phonological and structural

systems which constitute "problems" for Arabic-speaking students

--problems arising from the fixed habits of their native language

which interfere with their attempts to learn English.

After completing Presenting English we move Jn to further
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'materials utLicn we developed in Baghdad for Arabic-speaking stu-

dents. For the first part of the course about eighty per cent

of the emphasis is on developing the skills of listenillg and

speaking; after the first semester there is a gradual shift of

emphasis to the skills of reading and writing We hope ultimately

to develop a complete set of materials specifically for our work

at CPM, but until that time I feel that we do have Mater* that

are graded, coordinated and logically developedand tl

proven effective.

All these materials that we are using have instructions for

the'teacher ii.2.orporated into the textagain, experieAce has

shown that when a special Handbook fol.. Tc.azilers is Ty.rovided,

is seldom used. A definite time schedule is set up for each

class and lab session, 'requiring that a definite pace be main-

tained, so as to insure an ,!ffi.cient use of the efforts of teacher

and student in pursuing the objective of the program. Far from

finding tese nstructions or the time schedule a check on their

initiative or inventiveness, teachers have expressed their grati-

fication at be37g 'able to work within such a definite framework.

It is my opinion that, apart from an untrained staff, r-Iii.)ther

reason why some programs do not meet expectations is that the

m rials used are not coordinated, 'coat consist rather of an un-

considered collection of books available on the commerical mar-

ket. One of my hopes for this conference is that we will be abIe

to get together and unite our efforts to produce a set of materials

that will utilize the excellent professional skill that is present

in the area.

At CPM all the students are now recCUired to take four hours of
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English daily during the first semester of the preparatory year

along with four hours weekly of math and two of shop. Previously,

time given to English was less and the students also had to at-

tend classes in physics and chemistry. This did not work cut

very satisfactorily and students finished the Preparatory Year

without beingproperly qualified in any of the subjects they

studied, least of all in English. My argument to the Administra-

tion was that since the students had to get English as a tool to

be used in the College, we had to concentrate on that, and so

the present arrangement was agreed upon. For the second semestei:,

however, the Administration insisted that a certain percentage

of the students should drop one hour daily of English and take up

physics and chemistry. I protested this decision since I am con-

vinced the students need to devote their full efforts to a mastery

of English and should not diffuse their energies over a wider

area during this critical year. This is a problem that will

have to be resolved when we evaluate the results of this yt..ar's

work.

To enable us to achieve our objective of leading students to

a proficiency in English and thus prepare them for their work in

the College, we find i necessary at the same time to lay stress

on developing other related skills. We have to guide the stu-

dents in the acquisition of proper study habits. They have to

be taught how to study and how to use their time efficiently.

They have to be weaned away from the idea that the learning pro-

cess is pu memorization. They must be trained to think, to

see the relations between things which are objectively connected,

to ap general truth to concrete situations. They have to

8 7
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be brought to see the need for concentration and application in

their work. They must be trained in the habits of neatness and

accuracy and in the need for promptness in fulfilling their as-

signments.. The development of thcso and similar skills in tho

student again points to the need for a teacher who is himself

not only dedicaLed but equipped with sound pedagogical principles

and a working, practical psychology.

Our situation at CPM also poses a special problem in the mat-

ter of student motivation. Many of the students are highly

motivated; they want to take full advantage of the wonderful op-

portunity the College offers them; they know they have to master

English, so they work hard at it and they succeed. But there

are others who do not have this appreciation and the number is

sufficiently large to constitute a real problem. Once a student

has been accepted, he pays no tuition or board while he lives at

the College; in fact, he recaivesa monthly stipend to cover small

expenses. I feel there is a need for the student to have some ,

personal stake in the learning process. If he were required to

put somthing into it himself, I believe he would be more serious

about studying and that his level of work would be higher. He,

cr at least his parents, would be putting nn investment into his

education, and this would -pur him on to greater -ffort.

Then there is the matter of the requirements for a student to

pass froi, the Preparatory Year to the first year of College. In

view of the absolute necessity for a student to be profiL rt :11

English in order to do College work, it should be a matter pf

very clearly defined policy that he will not be admitted Lt.) t...11

College unless he attains this proficiency in the Preparatory Year.

9 4
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If he kn.ows that this will be the case, he will use his abilities

and strive,for a mastery of English. If, on the contrary, he is

aware that lack of skill in English will not prevent him from

being accepted in the College, it is doubtful if he will put

forth his best efforts. Now, at CPM, this matter of requirements

for the College has not been very clearly defined, and I feel

that for this reason our English program is seriously weakened.

LaE -ear, some students who failed English actually were dis-

missed from the Preparatory Year at the end of the second se-

mester, 1-)ut others were allowed to enter the College. As long

as this situation prevails, human nature being what it is, there

will always be some students who will take a chance on getting

by. A language program, to be truly effective, must"have sanctions

built into it. It is my intention to continue to insist that the

Administration formulate a definite policy in this regard.

As you can see from the picture I have tried to present, our

situation at CPM is not without its problems; it is certainly a

challenging project. We have, I think, achl2vecl a fair amount of

success--success as defined on the first day of our conference;

we have prepared our students not for an exam -uut to be able to

use the language in College. Professors in the present Freshman

year are satisfied with the English profi,-iency of their scudent:s,

whom the Institute certified as admissible to College; they are

able to follow and-benefit from the courses in General Science,

Engineering Science and Applied Engin oring. This being so, we

have accomplished what we set out to do; we have obtained our ob-

jective.

To complete the picture of our work at CPM, I must add just a
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few words on an extension of the program of the Language Irstitute.

In response to numerous requests, we began in February 1971 to of-

fer English courses to adults working in various government and

business agencies in Khobar, Dhahran and Dammam, and also to workmen

at the College. These courses are given at the College in the late

afternoon. The number of applicants has far exceeded our ability

to take care of all of them. It has been inspiring and encouraging

to see the enthusiasm of these _len in their efforts to learn English.

In offer41 thi.i program in Continuing Education, the College is

endeavr,- 4.0 ,,upply a long-felt need in the area, and we have

been 14 _y deluged with requests for further English courses

When sesion is completed.

I would like to end thi,: brief presentation on a note of hope

and cuc-ragement. There is no magic key 1-ich pens the door to

the solution of all our problems. However, by means of the in-

terest and the promise of cooperation evoked by this confe_once,

I feel we have taken one very big step towards hastening the, day /

When man; of the problems we now face can be Solved by our mutual

efforts. .
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EVALUATING A TEFL PROGRAM_

MICHAEL DOBBYN

AMERICAN.UNIVERSITY.OF BEIRUT

Introduction

Most of us have come to this conference because we are interested

in the teaching of English to people who do not speak it as a

mother tongue. Those of us who are only watching from the side-

lines, unless they are anthropologists, perhaps never realize

that much more is involved than a classroom and some dusty books.

Those of us who are in the job professionally tend to forget that

what they are-doing may be something sociologically quite dan-

gerous. Neither group should lose sight of the fact that a TEFL

program is an attempt to change an aspect of human behaviour.

We are consciously interfering with the natural communications

environment. Any day now the ecologists may be breathing down

the necks of the TEFL teachers and muttering darkly about
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linguistic fall-out, language pollutken and the necessity for re-

Cycling the waste products of bilingualism.

In discussing this morning's topic, the evaluation of TEFL pro-

grams, we would do well to keep all this in mind. We are bound,

eventually, to face the necessity of evaluating far more th n

whether the engineers can read ot the fonctionnaire can spell.

We have, in the end, to answer for what we have done to people

and to speech communities.

T...a.nguage Policy: Past ExRerience and Present Responsibility

I am a newcomer to the Arab World and know very little of its

needs or resources. Indeed, I would not presume to speak at all

ai this gathering were it not for the fact, both sombre and en-

couraging, that many of man's problems have a reassuring simi-

larity the world over. They have also a depressing tendency to

recurthroughout the ages. Perhaps I May draw some parallels.

For example, it is now a little after nine o'clock on the

morning of May the fourth. The sky is cloudless, but all is not

well with the mor7,.d. On this same morning, May the fourth, at

this same time, 173 years ago and 2000 miles away, on the fortress

island of Shrirangapatnam, in the valley of the Cauvery River in

South 'India, the sky was also cloudless'and the morning gentle,

and all was not well with the world. Bonaparte was in Egypt.

French troops were in India, and the last Treat struggle between

the British and Tipoo Sultan was taking place. Tipoo was brave,

cruel, noble, treacherous, a patriot or a rebel, a popular libe-

rator or a foreign lackey, depending on which side the speaker

was on. Shrirangapatnam had withstood siege for years, but on

9 8
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this frie May morning at just about this time the troops of

General Wellesley broke through the walls and rushed along

the ramparts to the, Delhi Gato,

Tipoo, surprised, threw himself into the battle, was wounded,

and lay under the shadow of the wall unable to move. A common

British soldier "Caught the glint of jewels from the rich sword

hilt in Tipoo's belt and reached for it. Tipoo tried to explain

who he was, his rank, his authority, and his right to respectful

treatment. However, Tipco did not speak English and the soldier

did not speak Urdu. Communication broke down. There was a.

rapid scuffle. The soldier lunged forwards, once and once again,

and the empire of Tipoo Sultan came to an inglorious end under

the broken ramparts as the sun mounted higher and-the heat began

to beat down on the sweating, but victorious, troops of Wellesley.

One of Wellesley's first problems was that of communication.

The Indians, even the rulers, spoke little English. His own

Indian troops spoke even less. Which should he do, teach them

English or have his British officers learn the language of the

men they commanded? He, and the army for the rest of its two

centuries in India, chose the latter course. A form of Urdu be-

came the lingua franca, the obligatory homework and the distinc-

tive mark cf the British Officer. It worked fairly well. The

army was a mixed and mobile organization, and needed a common

language. And, 'insofar as India ever had one, that was Urdu.

But, in the Civil Service, that magnificent bureaucratic obses-

sion, the Javy golden chain of command which the British hung

around the neck of the country, Urdu would notdo. The majority

of the Civil Service personnel were.stationary, and the regional
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languages--more than a dozen of them--clamoured for adoption:

Bengali in Calcutta, Tamil in the Madras Presidency, and so on

from Cormorin to Kashmir.

Thomas Babington Macaulay, the English historian, was made a

member of the Supreme Council of India and asked to advise on a

language policy. The result was the famous Macaulay minute of

1835 in which, with the delightful arrogance and prejudice for

which he was famous, he argued in favour of teaching everyone

Eng'ish: English Philosophy, English Science and, above all, the

English language.

Whoever knows. . ./EnglishT. . .has ready access to all the
vast intellectual Ta-ealth Talich all the wisest nations of the
earth have created and hoarded in the course of ninety genera-
tions. . .It is.likely to become the language of commerce
throughout the seas of the East. It_is the language of twO
great European communities which are rising, the one in the
South of Africa, the other in- Australasia. . .The question
now before us is simply whether, when it is in our_power to
teach this language, we shall teach /Instead, other/ languages
in which, by universal confession, tFire are no boas on any
subject which deserve to be compared to our own. . .medical
doctrines which would disgrace an English farrier--astronomy
which would move laughter in the girls of an English boarding
school--history abounding with kings thirty feet high, and
reigns thirty thousand years long77and geography made up of
seas of treacle and seas of butter.

The languages of Western Europe civilized Russia. I cannot
doubt that they will do for the Hindoo what they have done
for the Tartar.

Macaulay's minute was received in England as might have been

the voice of God. The machinery was set in motion for the uni-

versal teaching of English in order to provide, as Macaulay would

have said, a key to the treasury of the West; as Tagore did say,

"a window on the world," and, as the MOY1 cynical knew, a babu

class who could mediate between British authority and local custom.

One hundred and twelve years later, cri the eve of India's

independence in 1947, Macaulay's dream had largely come true. The
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country ran on English. The railroads, the air force, the

parliament, postal system and more were English-medium institu-

tions. But with Independence came Pandit Nehru's reluctant de-

cision that Hindi should become the national language and that

the use of the many regional languages should be encouraged. Ap-

proximately twenty years were allowed for this changeover (or,

as some would say, "change back") to take place. That was in 1947.

The twenty years are past and gone and the scheduled reversal

of the historical process has not worked. True, English has been

discredited and its use discouraged, but neither Hindi nor the

regional languages have taken its place. Only after the twenty

years were ended did the Government of India set Up the National

Institute of Indian Languages to implement the 1947 decision. It

was set up at Mysore, ironically almost within sight of the place

where Tipoo Sultan and the soldier glowered at each other, at a

loss for words. And it was on this same day last year, though

rather earlier in the morning, that I, a teacher of English, was

asked to give the opening lecture of the Summer Institute--on the

teaching of Indian languages to adult learners. What would Wel-

lesley have said? What would Macaulay have said? What would

Nehru have said?

The Importance of EvaluatIon

If we have taken this rather roundabout path to come at our

subject of the evaluation of TEFL programs, it is because I

wanted to enlist your sympathy before complaining that we edu-

cators are usually the worst learners. The one thing that we

learn from'history is that we do not learn from history. Ex-

perience teaches us that experience does not teach us.
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The world is littered with the casualities of irresponsible

language policy decisions. The slaughter would have been recluced

if those responsible had but looked at the experience of others

before launching out into massive schemes dependent upon the

foolish dream that one can legislate about the nature of man.

The sorrows and failures could further have been mitigated if an

effective evaluation procedure had been set up to ask: first,

if what was decided was reasonable; second, if it was possible

within the existing resources of the given situation; and later,

what, if anything, was being achieved.

In my own country of origin, Ireland, we have been through the

turmoil of a national language revival where, for many years,

the school children were obliged to learn a language which neither

their parents used nor their progeny were likely to use. Again,

in Gieece today two boys will sit side by side for six hours a

week learning to write a more classical form of the language,

foreign to both of them and to the educated homes of the country,

so that when they grow to be men they can write official cor-

respondence to each other in it. If there are parallels in the

Arab world you will know them better than I do.

My first point, therefore, is that we should begin by evalua-

ting the reasonableness of our intentions. It is not reasonable,

for example, to expect technicians in an Arab country to develop

the same kind of skills in English as those which will be developed

by Arabic-speaking students studying in an English-speaking country.

Only those language skills can be taught and maintained which the

society concerned will need and use. Wherever in the world we

look, interference in the language habits of a community is a
102.
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serious matter. We must evaluate what we are doing quite apart

from how well we are doing it. To meddle without an effective

technique for evaluation in this wide sense of the word is ir-

responsible.

Focus in Evaluation

In evaluating any attempt to change a linguistic situation--

whether it be a change in the mother tongue or in the imposition of

a measure of second language usage--possibly the most.important

question to ask is whether the program is founded upon the ex-

perience of other places and other times, or whether it has been

created, albeit intelligently and by intelligent people, in a

vacuum. Language is a by-product of society. It is situations,

not curricula, which create speech communities.

Here, obviously, is one of the great merits of a conference

like the present one. We have here today a collection of people

whose joint experience must, surely, cover every major part of the

field. To the question of how to evaluate a TEFL program, a first

and probably final and satisfactory answer would be to tell the

rest of this group about the program in question and then listen

receptively to the reactions. The judgements will almost always

be right-though the reasons behind them may, as often as not, be

wrong.

But this morning we are concerned with describing some more,

practical means of evaluating a TEFL program than calling a con-

ference to do the job. We need something less cumbersome for de-

termining whether a program is a good one or not. I propose that

we focus on three things. We will ask first what the evaluating

instrument should be, that is to say, to whom or to what the job
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of evaluating a program should be entrusted. Next we will want

to be clear about the subject of the evaluation--what, or who,

exactly, is being evaluated. Finally we might look at some guide-

lines for carrying out the evaluation itself.

The Evaluating Instrument

It has been fashionable for some time now, when a specialized

piece of work is to be carried out, to call in an "expert," what-

ever sort of animal that may prove to be. An expert is a slip-

pery character to define. At best he is someone who knows some

of the answers and most of the questions. At worst he is some-

one who knows slightly more than those who apply the name to him.

The expert is sometimes helpful, usually disruptive, and always

expensive. One is tempted to concur-with the cynical folk etymology

and say that ex means "a has been," or possibly. "an x, or unknown

quantity," and a spurt is a small production resulting from con-

sidefable pressure. Evaluations by experts have their advantages.

Francis Bacon used to say that a friend can do many things for a

man that-the man cannot dc for himself, such as sing his praises,

guarantee his good birth, go bail for his credit and the like.

In the same way an expert can be used to say the kind of thing

which everyone on the job knows, but which nobody has the immunity

or the detachment to say in 2ublic.

Sometimes this detachment is useful. The expert visitor can

see the things which are too big for the residents to see--not

only the trees, not only the wood, but also the ground below and

the winds above which are eroding the forest quicker than it can

grow. Above all, he knows, or should know, what to look for.

An old and probably mythical computer story concerns.the expert
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who was called in to restore sanity to an IBM 1620 which, however

programmed, resolutely printed out gobbledegook. The expert,

after listening to an account of the symptoms, went into the room,

made a chalk mark on the side of the core storage unit, and

kicked it sharply. Instant success resulted. The surprise of

the university which owned it was exceeded only by its astonish-

ment when the expert's bill arrived for five hundred and eleven

pounds. The Comptroller returned the bill asking that it be

itemized. The reply came back promptly: "For kicking one com-

puter: One Pound. For knowing how to kick one computer: Ten

Pounds. For knowing where to kick one computer: Fi,.7.! Hundred

Pounds." The expert in evaluation will, one hopes, know the

where and the how. If not, one would do better to kick for

oneself.

This brings us to the second type of evaluation instrument, the

internal self-assessment. In this operation the staff of the pro-

gram concerned make an attempt, through the application of hope-

fully objective guidelines, to weigh up their activities and

achievements. There are two characteristics of a self-evaluation.

The first point is that it is the staff who run the program--not

the agency that funds it, not the students who go throu.:111 it, but

the program staff alone who carry out the task. If they choose,

as they often do, to have an outside opinion, an expert or a

representative of the consumer of another program, that is their

prerogative,, as it is also their prerogative to dispense with the

expert's services or ignore his comments if they so choose. The

second point is that self-evaluations are usually profitable only

if some sort of extcrnally provided checklist is used to guide
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attention to what should be evaluated. We will concern ourselves

with this sort of thing in a few minutes.

A third type of evaluation technique, or possibly a subspecies

of one of the others, is the questionnaire and all its verbose

relations--the opinionnaire, the poll, the guesstimate and the

rest. Here again it is clear that not only must the questions

be the right ones, but xhe methods made availabl%for recording

the answers must be satisfactory. In brief parody, a question

such as "How successful was the treatment given by Dr. X?" should

not haVe, as the only possible answers,

(a) Extremely successful.

(b) Very, successful.

(c)- Sufficiently successful.

(d) Barely successful.

There should be some means of recording a disastrous failure as

such. If the pp.tient is dead he has a right to be notified.

The last, and probably most common, approach to evaluation is

reflected in the phrase "Let the results speak for themselves."

There is a specious objectivity about this attitude. Results dc

not speak, either for themselves or for their causes. Even if

they did, someone would still have to listen and interpret. Yet

the by-their-fruits-shall-ye-know-them type of study has gained

sufficient popularity in this age to have acquired a name of its

own: it is called "an administrative study" in the textbooks.

It is an executive's assessment in terms of money spent and re-

sults obtained. A program is regarded as a kind of black box

into which resources are fed and out of which emerge, admittedly

some time later, trained personnel.
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The weakness of allowing the re5ults to spe ak for themselves

.can be illustrated by a conversation which I had with an old man

a few years ago. He was st.andihg outside of his cottage, next

to a tree heavy with pears which 1 ooked ripe and healthy. He

insisted that the tree was a rotten one. I tr ied the fruit; it

was firm and sweet. I looked for red ants, fungus, leaf decay,
A

parasites and saprophites. None. "That tree is a rotten tree,"

he explained. "When I bought it it Was meant to be an apple

tree.".. Fine fruit, but the wroog Ones.

The Subject of the Evaluation

This brings us conveniently to the second co nsideration:

what exactly is it that is to be eValuated hY the expert, the

internal assessment committee, the gllestionnaire or,the ad-

ministrative study? My opinion, in 4 nutshell) is that the only

thing worth evaluating is the eXtent to which the program has

achieved the objectives for whicn it Was created. My old f-riend

was dissatisfied with his tree because, although it was doing

splendidly in its own way, it wO a disaster in his.

Surprisingly enough, it is in failing to derive and state ob-

jectives efficiently that many prograMs come to grief before they

start. Unless a perfectly clear and- sufficient formulation of

purpose is available to those who have to implement a program,

they have precious little chance of sUccess, except by accident.

sThis sad fate of so many organizatOns i seldom apparent because

the cause is also the protective coveting. If an arrow is not

aimed at a target, the marksman cannot beblamed for missing the

bullseye. .0ne is forced to evaluate his skill in other, and pos-

sibly irrelevant, 'dimensions, such as the weight of the bow which
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he can carry and the distance, rather than the direction, of his

shots. A friend of mine who operated a language laboratory, on

being pressed to evaluate the work of the unit, reported that it

had produced 2.56 kilometers of recorded tape. His supervisor

did not even ask what speed it ran at, far less what its purpose

was. Quantity was sufficient; direction irrelevant.

When questioned, those involved in TEFL programs often have a

curious way of identifying directions, of stating their aims.

If they are teachers they tend to speak of the items they hope

to teach. Students, on the other hand, talk about improving their

English. Administrators speak of covering X units in Y contact

hours.

"Covering X units" is a hopelessly inadequate statement of

purpose, in that it refers only to whole classes and takes little

account of the different individuals within the groups. And when,

for that matter, is a unit "covered"? Is it when most of the

class know it all, or when all of the class know most of it?

And what is "knowing" a language feature? Remembering it for a

test? Comprehending it for a year? Or being able to use it for

a lifetime?

Objectives stated in terms of what the teacher hopes to do

are also weak. I had, many years ago, the privilege of studying

under C.L. Wrenn, the Old English scholar, at Oxford. He was

almost totally blind and very deaf. On one occasion he stumbled

into the lecture hall, mounted the dais, and got through a com-

mentary on fifteen lines of Beowulf before one of the porters came

and led him out of the empty lecture hall into the correct one

where his students had been waiting. He had done things. He had
108
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even taught a measurable quantity of the poem, but nobody had

learned.

'The student who says his objective is to improve his English

.ias a more manageable aim, but it is one which is still far too

vague for efficient implementation or satisfactory evaluation.

As an unreformed behaviourist, I believe that the most satis-

factory statement of objectives in TEFL teaching is one couched

in terms of what it is that the student should be able to do

at the end of the program which he could not at the beginning.

The accent is on the word do, not know how to do.

From the point of view of the sponsor of a program, the de-

sired student behaviour may be stated in simple pragmatic terms,

A bank, for example, teaching English to its employees, might

reasonably hope that at the end of the course the employee should

be able to cope with a customer who presents a cheque for cashing

when there are insufficient funds in the drawer s account. The

bank, naturally, will be interested in the total behaviour of

the employee. He should be able to read the cheque, notice the

overdraft, send the customer away satisfied, notify the drawer,

and all of this within the limitations and procedures specified

by the bank regulations. The bank is interested in all this.

The bank's TEFL program is concerned solely with the language

components which accompany these steps. The formulation of the

TEFL objL_Lives might, therefore, look something like this:

The employee should understand sentences of the patterns:

1. I want to cash this cheque.

2. Where do I endorse it?

3. I'd like it in five pound-notes.
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4. I'm in.a bit of a hurry.

The employee should be able to produce responses of the patterns:

1. Thank you. Would you wait a minute pl

2. I'm afraid I will have to ask the manager.

3. Could you come back in about an hour, please?

Even the paralinguistic features, the smiles, gestures and in-

timations that all will soon be sorted out, can be specified

clearly if need be.

In many TEFL programs it is possible to predict with a high

degree of accuracy the sentence types which will be needed to

carry on the non-linguistic activity concerned, also the vocabu-

lary items, the medium (writing or speech), and the balance of

production and comprehension of the items listed.

A simple example. A chemist working in an analytical labora-

tory will have hardly any direct face-to-fact contact with the

customers who send him the samples for analysis. He'needs,

therefore, only the written form of the language. Even of this

he needs only a limited comprehension such as will enable him to

understand the request which accompanies the sample. So much

for his "input." For his "output," just a minimum of patterns

will suffice for his productive repertoire, patterns such as:

The sample of milk submitted by Mr. X contained 20% by weight

of water.

His set of vocabulary items will be limited almos-t entirely to

the elements and compounds his laboratory is capable of testing

for.

Elsewhere, the specification of objectives will riot be as easy.

A' tractor.repair mechanic, working through the medium of English,
1 1 0
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will need a good deal more of the written language, at least in

comprehension, in order to understand the maintenance manuals.

He will also need to understand more patterns of uoken English

if that is the language used by the tractor operators to describe

the symptoms needing attention: He will need, however, hardly

any ability to write English, and certainly none at all of the

traditional schoolboy formats of precis, essay. letter to a

friend and the like.

The first step, then, in an evaluation is, I believe, to obtain
a

a clear formulation, in terms of student behaviour, of the ob-

jectives of the program. Once the objectives are firmly pinned

down, it will be possible to proceed with the examinati,on of two

questions: first, obviously, how far those aims are being a-

chieved; and second, though it may seem superfluous in the presence

of the first, how far the learning activities of the program are

relevant to the stated objectives.

As to the first, the attainment of what is wanted: if our

objectives have been stated in terms of student behaviour, then

our evaluation must also be in terms of student behaviour. If our

aim was to take a Man who could not type and, through a program,

turn him into a good typist, then our evaluation will take the

form of sitting him down at a typewriter and asking him to start

typing. Our examination will not be on the design of the key-

board. Nor will there be questions on the history of shorthand.

Nor will we even ask him or his teachers if he knows how to type

or which fingers go with which letters. The only relevant test

is to ask him to do the job. Obvious as all this is, we are

often reluctant to apply the same kind of logic when it comes to
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evaluating a language program. Our reluctance is not without

cause. To test the bank employee's ability to use English on the

job is harder than' to test it in the classroom by a multiple-

choice, written examination at the end of the course. On the

other hand, it is shabby philosophy and poor common-sense to test

only what is easy to test rather t:lan what we need to test. One

is reminded of the legendary student who lost his watch one night

in West Hall, but went to Jafet Library to look for it because

the lighting was so much better in the Library.

There are other reasons for our reluctance to focus an evalua-

tion on the end-prc;duct of a program. Having spent several years

on evaluations, both in teams ani alone, I am guiltily familiar

with these reasons. One is that s,valuation of a program by

its end-product in .action relieve. s of all obligation to

visit the actual program itself. At.most, a courtesy call on

the Director will be necessary to pick up a statement of objec-

tives, and then out into the field for the rest of our stay.

Yet few TEFL programs would feel they had re,:eived justice, let

'alone mercy, from the inspector were not the rituals, the tours

of the buildings, visits to the library and meetings with

teachers observed. I wish I had a dollrar for each time I have

walked down a stone corridor behind a Principal or Director as

he opens door after door chanting, "And this is another class-

room. . .and this is where. . .andin here. 11

But a more serious cause of our unwillingness to focus an

evaluation entirely on the end-product, the student's behaviour,

is the honest evaluator's feeling of inadequacy to assess this

-behaviour. quantitatively. Our inadequacy stems from a real lack
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of both experience and procedures in appropriate techniques.

For rAcample, if, in a bank employee evaluation, the evaluator

asks the cashier fOr ten five-pound notes, and the cashier,

sweating under the heat of midsummer, hands back 'twenty-three

singles with the words, "Anda Merry Chirstmas to you, sir,"

the program has failed. On the other hand, if, instead of ten

fives, the cashier'hands back five tens, we are not really sure

whether it is his language or his concentration which is wandering.

Probably one of the things an organization such as the Center for

English Language Research and Teaching (CELRT) could do would be

to mastermind he construction of some behavioural tests ofT.FL

proficiency with respect to specific.occupations.

We mentioned.earlier that once the aims of the program were

clear we would be able'to look not only at their.fulfillment, but

also at the-relevance of the activities the program engaged in.

At first sight, the fruits alone might seem sufficient criteria

of the tree,-but the truth is that the product is always one step.

behind.the program. An.excellent result May be the outcome of

something which was done two years ago but which is not being

done now. An evaluation, therefore, needs, like the two-headed

Janus, to look both forward and backward. The quality of the ex-

student's English provides the hindsight, and the relevante of

the program's activities provides, hopefully, a forecast of the

future. To put the matter in another way, the observation of

the graduate in action helps us, like a post-mortem or autopsy,

to assign causes to results; the examination of the program

itself helps us predict results from data.
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Guidelines for an Evaluation

In the time remaining I wish to suggest a ten-point system for

appraising an existing program. Those of us who are obliged to make

such evaluations from time to time, without the help or hindrance of

external experts, may find the check1ist helpful. The ten observa-

tion focuses are presented sequentially in the sense of what to

look for first, but they are not given in order of importance.

(1) What is the quality of the students entering the program?

There is an overworked English proverb that one cannot make a

silk purse out of a pig's ear. Indeed, although there are probably

many excellent things which can be made from a pig's ear and which

cannot be made from a silk purse the underlying truth of the

proverb is not to be doubted. Computer operators have even de-

vised a name for this truth, the GIGO Principle. G.I.G.O. stands

for "Garbage in: garbage out." Education is said to consist

of leading people from the known to the unknown. If, however,

the entry behaviour of students coming into the program is below

criterion, then the best curriculum in the world can expect only,

in-Sledd's phrase, to lead them from morass to morass. A good

program wilt have, at its beginning, some form of entrance test

or qualification and an admissions policy which will either

firmly reject any student who does not measure up to the standard

or (and this is equally valuable and often the only possible

course) will change the program to fit the abilities of those who

must be admitted. A flexible entrance policy coupled with an

inflexible program is like a saw with a rubber blade: very

pretty, harmless to children, silent-in operation, but it cuts

no wood. The students in it are led *from partial knowledge to
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perfect confusion.

(2) Are the activities of the program relevant to its aims?

If the students need, at the end, to be able to understand and

use only spoken English, then should tl,ey be writing those compo-

sitions? Should they even he completing those fill-the-blanks

written exercises9

In determining whether an activity is relevant to a final ob-

jective or not, one must keep the delicate balance of emphasis

between practising the skill which will finally be needed, and

carrying out activities which are usually known as "build-ups."

For example, if the aim of a .2ginning music student is one day

to play a Mozart sonata perfectly, he must eventually spend a

lot of his practice time playing that sonata. However, he will

not, typically, begin his first piano lesson working at the

opening bars. He will practise scales, arpeggios and more before

he even opens the Mczart itself. Certain activities can usually

be seen, by an unbiased observer, to be more, or less, relevant

to the final skills towards which the program is directed.

(3) What: goes on in the classes?

Once we are sure which things are relevan), we need to know

how much time in class is spent doing them. An inexpensive piece

of evaluation equipment is a stop-watch. And yet it is almost

a necessity if we are to get a true picture of how much-fime is

spent and how much wasted in matters of importance or peripheral

concern in class. If the practice of oral English, for example,

has been decided ;.ebe a relevant activity, then we need to know

how much time the students spend actually using oral English

themselves in class, as opposed to the time spent Listening to
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the_ teacher. Again, do all the students have a chance to take

part in the relevant activities or are only a few actually par-
.

ticipating in them? Some years ago I covered for a colleague

by taking her class at short notice and got the imp/ession that

all her students were fairly proficient in spoken English, only

to find o t afterwards that there hae been one small Chinese boy

who had been sitting with the other pupils simply because he had

had a day off from his own school and so had joined his sister

who-was in this class. He spoke almosti,no English whatsoever.

I did not notice because I had not called on him.

(4) What is the quality of ,he teaching staff?

I am referring here to the professional and personal .rather

than to the academic kind of qualification. On the professional

side while it is true that the best teachers are mere often

born than made, it is equally true that few programs can expect

to get the small .numbers'of natural, born teachers on the mar-

ket. We will usually have to make do with the other; the made,
\\

kind. And, if teachers are going to be made,, then let them be

made in,their own time and at somebody else's expense. Let them

learn their job in a training college, or a supervised teaching

situation of some sort, rather than in an overseas program

where there are difficulties enough without those extra ones

occasioned by cutting one's teeth on the first batch of students.

On the personal side of a teacher's qualificatdons, experience

will, therefore, also rank high. But his personal language skills

are of equal moment. He need not have the pronunciation of a

native speaker to teach effectively. Indeed, the teacher who

has learnt English as a second language may often have more insights
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than his British or American colleague. However, he must have

at least that proficiency which enables him to conduct his classes

with a carefree accuracy such as will encourage the use of the

spoken language by his students, and such as will provide them

with an acceptable model. A teacher who is self-conscious about

his own use of English Will invariably inhibit the easy develop-

ment of advanced speech skills in those he teaches. Moreover,

the copy is not often better, than the model.

(S) What administrative support and encouragement is given

to- the program?

Many a good program has flourished on a minimum of support,

provided a measure of encouragement Was supplied by the admini-

scration of the sponsoring organization. Yat encouragement is not

really enough. There ara two places where, if no actual support

is forthcoming, a program usually falters,

First: time and timetabling. The acquisition of a language,

like that of any other skill, takes time. Moreover, the formula

for success is "a little and often." While we may hope for won-

ders, we should not count on miracles. Depending upon the speci-

fication of objectives, so we must calculate the amount of time

needed. Various rule Of thumb figures are available, none of

them very satisfactory. The classic 200 hours for absolute be-

ginners to develop basic conversational fluency takes no accou:it

of age, motivation, and so on. Nor does it provide for the way

the 200 hours must be spread out. Ten periods of an hcur each,

well spaced out, are far more valuable than five periods of two

hours each,

Again, more important even than the quantity of time allowed,
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is the will.):igness of the employer to release the employees at

times when they can meet their teachers in the right ability and

achievement groups. It is harder to teach a class cdntabling-six

students of diverse ability and.achievement than it is to teach

a class of sixty who are all at the same point and able to move

at the same rate. The temptation from the employer's side, how-

ever, is to release employees in groups who work together rather

than in groups of those who can best study together..

Second: a modest budget. A company usually understands the

need for paying teachers' salaries, but beyond that it is easier,

as Parkinson has pointed out, to requisition a $50,000 trans-

mogriLer than a few new blackboards.

(6) What facilities are there for follow-up and feed-back?

The line between feed-back and evaluation is hard, and un-

necessary, to draw. The,program which, however, has no time or

money built into it for checking its achievements as it goes is

being penny wise and pound foolish. In few other areas of

dustry or commerce would such economies be permitted. Manufac-
,

turers want to know not only what their product looks like when

it leavesthe factory, but how it has stood up to the wear and

tear of a year, five years and more. Only with this data in

their hands can the men at the drawing-board reasonably expect

to detect and correct weaknesses and modify against their re-

appearance in future models. Coupled with this, of course, is

the question of what facilities are built into a program for some

forth of continuing self-evaluation and regeneration. Can these

two vital aspects of any program be provided, at least largely,

from within, or must they come always from outside. As long as

1 1 8
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these fire and phoenix factors are not available from inside, the

program will be in tutelage to sOme parent body, or Big Brother

Organization--a desirable sate.of affairs in the early days per-

haps, but one to.be rectified as soon as prudently possible.

(7) It would be tempting, from a dollars and cents point of

view, to ask as a seventh question: "DoeS,the program pay for,

itself?" However, the two answers, both equally true, are known

already: "Obviously not," and "Nobody knows." We can at lJast

question, however, whether, for the same results, the program is

costing its sponsor more and more or less and less each year.

Hopefully, there should be some sort of movement.towards self-

sufficiency in the operation, at least in terms of manpower. A

good program is one which works towards phasing itself out.

This will be possible either when the whole student population

ha's been through the cycle, or when some of those who enter it

as trainees are fit tO rejoin it as teachers. Again, a good.

program will often generate other, more specialized or diffe-

reritly-slanted.programs which can'eventually replace their-

parent.

While this happy state of affairs is a rare one, its op-

posite is fairly common and easy to detect in an.evaluation. I

have in mind the kind of situation in which% the seed corn is being

eaten rather than stored. In one program I remember, of approxi-

mately twenty students who entered a two-year teacher training

course to become good English teachers, only twelve emerged at

the exit. Of these, only six are now teaching English. The rest

have been lured away by higher salaries to the airlines, by

security to the civil service, or by prestige to administration

1 1 9
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of other kinds where their English language skills--not their

teaching skills--were at a premium.

(8) Is the pressure of-the program being applied,at the right

point?_

It'is a trUism amongst educational planners that if the re-

sources for teaching, say, science, are limited, then one.doeS
tl

not teach it in the primary schools of a country with a school-

going population in the shape of a pyramid. One does not use the

few teachers and modest funds available to teach a little science

to ten million primary children of whom only two million will re-

main in the system long enough to reach the high school classes

where they can use their knowledge. Instead, one puts the money

and men into teaching science well--albeit late and for the first

i'ime--to the much smaller number of high school students. Simi-

larly, in an industry employing ten thousand workers, it will

not be possible to teach English to everyone, certainly not all

at once and at the beginning.

,For whom, and when, then, should the program operate? Courses

given to the senior employees only would spread the impression

that one can get to the top without the benefit of English. On

the other hand, a prograth for the most junior workers is likely

to fail in that its graduates may well not use English'until they
.

are some years older and some steps senior. Here again-the needs

of the individual sponsor will dictate wisdom. However, for the

purposes of evaluating a program it is essential that the question

or-when and for whom be tackled in an objective manner. -.The

whole range and interlock of job opportunities and languag

training opportunities must be considered, as must the aivalability
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and scope of refresher and speCialized corses as opposed to the

regular core program.

(9) How attractive is the

The ninth question leads us bacY to the first. In order to

attract high quality entrants the Pr'c'gram must be an appealing

one. However efficient it may be, tulles.S.it commends itself to

possible students it will starve for Want of the best raw material.

One is reminded of Professor Skinner, the propoflentf Operant

Conditioning, who, in an attempt to assess the'value of programmed

instruction, put hit own Introducto rY Psychology course onto a

teaching machine. The grades of those students who,took the

cdurse from the machine were significantly higher than the scores

of those who-took-it from the lilt' ing proestor, but very few

students signed up for a second semester with the hardware. It

was too dull. Our ninth question, then, is that of the public

image-of the program.

(10) Finally, a kind of non-queStion; What are the thin s

that are irrelevant to an evaluation? What distractions beset

the evaluator's path? Here it i5 very hard to be objective. I

believe, however, from experience that the,following things are

either quite irrelevant to any general evaluation, or elSe are

functions of some other factor alreadY scrutinized.

(a) Hardware

Clearly a few items of equipment beyond the regular classroom

supplies are necessary: a duplicator, a few good but not pro-

fessional quality tape-recorders, typing and filing cili-

ties. On the other hand, the more ambitious items as

language laboratories have not proved themsel ves more worthwhile
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than an equivalent amount of time and money invested in extra

teaching staff. We'have some evidence that, dollar for dollar,

they ae worse value. Moreover, if, say, a language labora-

tory is installed then it is necessary to employ both the

academic and.the technical staff which will enable the program

to make gOod use.A it. A laboratory does not release, rather

it commit,s more staff time.

(b) Teachers' Salaries

,T.o salary: no teacher. True-, but once that is said very little

else follows. The staffing of TEFL programs, certainly as far

as the native.speaker-is concerned, is a peculiar and often

fortuitous business. The group that comes because of high-,

salaries-seems to:contain about.the same proportion of export

rejecfq,and chronic expatriates-for-another-cause as would be

attracted by poorer-paid jobs. In general., a high salary scale

is not much use as an evaluation criterion.

(c) Academic Qualifications of the Staff

While we saw earlier that the professional and personal'quali-

fications of the teachers are extremely important, their sub-

ject qualifications, at least on paper, are often misleading.

Language teachers tend to come from the disciplines of either

English Literature or Linguistics. Many of the'former would be

the first to admit Ahat such patters as the imagery of fire

and darkness in Macbeth are remote from the teaching of "This is

a book" in some outpost of industry. Again, though Linguistics

has a good deal to say, this should be said, perhaps, at the

teacher.training level, or in the places where materials and

methods are being evolved. Moreover, among the less desirable
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kind of native-speaking English teacher, there is a monstrous

conceit that being able to speak English is qualification

enough to.teach it, and having a degree in English or Linguis-

tics is ample excuse for supervising others.

(d) Other

Finally, the number of working committees, the quantity of

paperasse produced and the size of the library are usually

not very informative, though when an evaluator visits the li-

brary he can learn something from the time it takes for the

person-in charge to locate a particular book and from seeing

'IOW often it has been taken out.
A

Our time this morning has almost run out, and yet it is dif-

ficult to find any tidy ending to this untidy overview of evalua-

tion. Someone once said that an address at a conference is rather

like a love affair: any fool can begin it easily enough, but it

takes-considerable skill and patience to bring it to a satisfactory

conclusion So let me bow out by the same door that J entered.

We started this morning on the hillside at Shrirangapatnam.

The-jewelled sword hilt which sparked off our consideration of

language programs is now safely in a case in a British museum.

Wellesley received glory and an Irish marquisate before he died.

Tipoo Sultan is largely forgotten. The policy to make Hindi the

national language of India remains on the statutue books, and the

Institute designed for this purpose is running smoothly.

However, this day last year, after the opening of the Summer

qnstitute was over, I went down to the post office in Mysore to

send a cable. The machinery of language change had already be-

zoln to turn. Above the post office counter was a notice: "Send
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your telegrams in Hindi." By the door on the way out was another;

"Did you use Hindi?" These two might well serve as a caution to

us all, for both notices, the statement of objectives and the

instrument of their evaluation, were, predictably, written in

English.

The proper study of Mankind is Man. Evaluation, then, must

start and end with a good hard look at the reasonableness of 'his

aspirations and the limits ofhis potential.

1'

r
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PROSPECTS AND PROPOSALS

The concluding two papers survey the progress of English language

teaching'in the.Arab World and the prospects lor change; they

also, make concrete suggestions about how the,specialists and the

consumers can cooperate to their mutual benefit.

12 5
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ENGLISH TEACHING IN THE MIDDLE EAST: PROSPECTS FOR CHAMGE

RICHARD YORKEY
, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT

When the Steering Committee of this conference asked me to

talk about the prospects for dhange in the teaching of English,

they aiked me to look both backward and forward. They sug.

.gested that I waS a suitable person to look backward because

of'my twenty-one years in the Middle East. Now, twenty-one

years can make.a person suddenly feel verY old indeed, andold

people carLbe forgiven _for occasionally being foolish. So
-

I tentatively entitled my talk: English Teaching in the Tense

Middle East: the Simpli.Past, the Present Progressive and

the Future r-rfect.

Rather ta go back twenty-one_years,'it is enough for the

Simple,Past to.begin in 1960. In that,year.an international

conference, Supported by the Ford Foundation and reported by
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the Center for Applied Linguistics, was held in London. The

conference considered "Second Language Learning as a Factor in'

National Development." The second languages were Mainly French

and English, but because the conference was considering Latin

America, Asia and Africa, Other languages (such as Swahili and

Arabic) were also included as what the conference called languages

of wider communication (LWC). In this review of some of the

recommendations which grew out of that conference, I have sub-

stituted English for LWC.

Let us look at some of the recommendations of 1960 and con-

sider what changes have occurred during the past eleven years.

RECOMMENDATION 1: Professional Status

It is essential to recognize that teaching English is not
done effectively by amateurs. It requires special training,
stable career patterns, specific research and professional
organizations.

This emPhasis on the professional status of TEFL is, of course,

still true today and tremendous strides toward the professionali-

zation of the field have been made in the past dozen years. To-

day there is a vast number and variety of undervaduate and

graduate degree programs in TEFL, in both the United States and

the United Kingdom. At least two universities in .the Middle

East (the American University of Beirut and the American Uni-

versity in Cairo) have initiated TEFL programs since 1960.

Numerous courses for foreign teachers of English are held

in England each summer, and the ministries of education in the

Middle East have undertaken summer and in-service training pro-

grams to upgrade English language instruction.

In 1960, there was only one professional journal devoted to

the teaching of English as a foreign language, English Language

12 7
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Teaching., now published jointly by the British Council and Oxford

University Press. There are now at least three others: TESOL

Quarterly, published by an association established in the United

States in 1965, Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages;

English Teaching Forum, published and distributed overseas free

of charge by the United States Information Agency; and TEFL, a

quarterly bulletin, published by the Center for English Language

Research and Teaching of AUB, now distributed to about 3,000

teachers in the Middle East. English Teaching Abstracts, pub-

lished by the English Teaching Information Centre in London,

should also be mentioned as a useful source of professional arti-

cles in the field.

There is also a variety.of professional organizationsfor the

English teacher to join: Teachers of English to Speakers of

Other Languages (centered at Georgetown University in Washington),

the Association of Teachers of English as a Foreign Language

(London) and the organization established at this conference,

specifically for teachers in this area, ATEMENA, Association of

Teachers of English in the Middle East and North Africa. In

addition, there is the English Teaching Information Centre

(ETIC) in ,London and the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) in

Washington. The ERIC Clearing House (Educational Research In-

formation Center) also assembles, annotates and distributes prc

fessional books and articles in the field of TEFL.

In the past dozen yeari, TEFL has attained a true professional

status. An EFL teacher can be proud of his discipline, whether

on an academic campus or in a business training program.
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RECOMMENDATION 2: Teachers

Major emphasi must be placed on the preparation and training
of local nationals as teachers. The low status and low standards
of language teachers in many areas must be raised. Remuneration
according to defined and graded professional qualifications,
within the regular educational system, must be encouraged and
aided.

Unfortunately the situation of teachers has not improved very

much, if at all; certainly not in the public eduCational system of

the Middle East. Their pay remains painfully low and inadequate;

their classes are too large and their teaching load too heavy.

This is not, however, a result of their.government's lack of in-

terest or effort so much as a re'sult of the tremendous increase

in student enrollment. In every Middle East country during the

past decade, statistics show a heartening rise in the number of

students in school and an increasing choice of English as the

foreign language.

The,magnitude of the teaching task can be seen from Lebanon

where, it should be remembered, the literacy rate is already the

highest in the Arab World., In 1960 there were 292,774 students

in the public ancOorivate schools at the elementary and secondary

levels. By 1969, this figure had more than doubled to 658,448.

This burgeoning enrollment, coupled with the increasing selection

of English rather than French as a foreign language, has strained

the teacher training resources of the country; the number of

qualified English teachers is depressingly low. Probably no more

than ten per cent have both an adequate command of English and

sufficient professional training.

It is clear that under such circumstances, which are characteris-

tic of all the countries in the Middle East, the professional

preparation of teachers Is going o require a new appxoach.
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RECOMMENDATION 3: Training of Teachers

The coming decades demand the rapid development of a sub-
stantial number of qualified individuals to train teachers
who will in turn be trainers of teachers. Cadres of local
nationals must be developed who will be qualified to train
local teachers to plan and administer local programs of
instruction, and to plan and carry out programs of research
and preparation of materials appropriate to their countries.

EFL teacher training programs in the area have two important

tasks: 1) to improve the potential teacher's own command of

English; and 2) to provide instruction and practice in EFL teaching

techniques. Both of these tasks require careful planning, con-

siderable money and a core of professionally qualified teachers

and teacher trainers.

The teacher training programs in the area generally assume

that the trainees have gained a sufficient control of English

0( from their regular elemehtary and secondary classes; the training

therefore concentrates only on the second task, that of techniques

of teachihg. This assumption is naive.. The regular English
,,.

classes are quite inadequate preparation for those who are to

become teachers of English. This is demonstrated by the oft-

heard questio:i of trainees who are required to study intensive

English: "Why I am in this program? I speak already very well

the English."

In addition to a reasonably fluent command bf all the English

langua,ee skills, trainees require extensive instruction and

practice in the principles and methods of EFL teaching. As else-

where in the world, Arab teachers tend to teach in the same way

that they were taught. It is now a cliché tosay that we must

teach English and not teach about English. But too often we

make the same kind of mistake in teacher training: we teach
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about teaching but.do not provide enough practice in the actual

skills of teaching.

Numerous workshops and in7service programs have been held in

each of the.countries, but few have been.carefully coordinated

with long-range plans for the overall educational development of

the country. As'a single.example,.there seems to be a surprising

lack of logic.and priority when teachers are trained .in new Eng-

lish teaching techniques before their inspectors or supervisors.

The result iS that many trainees report their inability to apply

their-hew skills. "My inspeCtor won't allow me" is a common Com-

plaint..

There isa serious need to establish minimum qualifications

for EFL teachers in the Middle East, standards, of proficiency in
4

each-of-the.skills'of-English as well as suitabé criteria for

teacher7Certification.. -The Modern Language Association in the

United States has developed a scale of qualifications for foreign-.

language teachers that might serve as an example. This perhaps

should be one of the first tasks of the Association of Teachers

of English-in the Middle East and North Africa. With the support

of a professional organization such as ATEMENA, governments and

training institutions could base their programs, development plans

and even remuneration on the basis of the qualifications that are

prescribed.

RECOMMENDATION 4: Country Plans.

Efforts must be made to determine the exact needs in a country
and to make program plans appropriate to them, rather than to
attem t to use identical approaches throughout the world. Im-
media e short-range measures suckas staffing schools with
Engli h teachers from resource countries should be regarded as
tempor ry expedients and should be carried out in' conjunction
with ong-range plans for building up indigenous resources.
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A numl)er of surveys have been conducted during the past dozen

years, some of which have come to nothing. One of the best

planned and coordinated long-term projects that I know of was

sponsored by the Center for English Language Research and Teaching

and carried out in Jordan by Dr. Raja Nasr from July 1966 through

June 1967. The closing date of that survey suggests what became

of it.

The same events in June 1967 caused the collapse of plans to

hold a Beirut Conference on English Language Teaching, organized

by this Center and sponsored by the British Council and the U.S.

Agency for International Development, with a grant from the Ford

Foundation. The purpose of this conference was. "to determine

the-function of English in the Arabic-speaking countries.
. .to

determine what can be done through the medium of the Arabic

language and what must be done through the medium of English."

A questionnaire, prepared by Sirarpi Ohanessian of the.Center for
-

Applied Linguistics and Arthur King of the British Council, was

sent to all of the Arabic-speaking countries, requesting infor-

mation about manpower needs, the teaching of English and French,

the training of Englisii teachers and the language policy of each

country. This information, incomplete and now out of date, was

never able to be used.

Long-term plans to develop indigenous resources and to co-

ordinate an overall language policy for the area are still very,

much needed.

RECOMMENDATION 5: Regional Centers

Although most developments in the teaching of English may be
expected to take place in the context of single natio,ns,
whenever similarities in problems and attitudes make a regional
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approach practicable, this should be encouraged because of the
more efficient utilization of resources. This may be especial-
ly effective for the preparation of instructional materials
and research in methods.

In addition to the Centerfor Applied Linguistics in Washing-

ton and the English Teaching Information Centre in London, at least

two regional centers have been organized specifically for the

teaching of English.overseas.

The first was the Center for English Language Research and

Teaching, established at the American University of Beirut in July

1964 with a grant from the U.S. Agency for International Develop-

ment. It has three purposes: 1) to provide undergraduate and

graduate degree programs in English language and TEFL., With only

four students in 1964, the enrollment has grown to thirty-five

in the MA program; 2) to provide advice and assistanCe to coun-

tries which request the help of the Center. To date, we have

offered in-service training programs and consultation services

to ministries, businesses and English programs in Aleppo., Basrah,

Kabul, Amman, Tangier, Jeddah, Riyadh, kuwait and numerous schools

in Lebanon; 3) to undertake practical research and the develop-

ment of materials for teaching and teacher training. This has

included the preparation of specialized lessons for the Uni-

versity Orientation Program, language lab tapes, mimeographed

bibliographies and instructional materials for the methods

courses and, more recently, the development of videotaped models

and' modules for micro-teaching, using the Center's closed circuit

television system. Major research projects included a two-year

study of the Engelish programs for the Lebanese military, an evalu-

ation of the Teacher Education Program developed by English

Language Services Inc. for the U.S. government, a proposed cuil:riculum
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for a three-year English program at the University of North Africa,

and a revised syllabus for the English programs in Lebanese ele-

mentary and secondary schools.

The second such center to be established, in 1967, was RELC:

the Reiional English Language Center in Singapore, sponsored by

seven SEAMEC countries (Southeast Asia Ministers of Education

Council) and supported by the British Council and the U.S. Agency

for International Development.

The establishment of these,two centers has gone a long way

toward fulfilling the 1960 recommendation. Because of slightly

differing problemS, in addition to the Center here at AUB, it is

likely that another EFL center for North Africa would be appro-

priate.

RECOMMENDATION 6: International Cooperation

Numerous centers exist throughout the world for research on,
and the application and dissemination of ideas for, the de-
velopment of the teaching of English. It is essential to en-
courage a closer liaison among these centers not only within
a pertain country, but among different countries. This liaison
could take the form of exchange of specialists and study teams,
the creation of international centers and, above all, permanent
exchange of information and material.

The past dozen years has seen a healthy increase of cooperation

and coordination between the United States and England, starting

with the first Ditchley Conference in England and followed by the

Dartmouth Conference in the United States. The conference two

years ago in Cairo and now this conference in Beirut further de-

monstrates a coordinated approach to the problems of English

language teaching in the area.

Another interesting and practical example is the production

of twelve,half-hour radio talks entitled "A Common Language," re-

corded by Albert Marckwardt (U.S.) and Randolph Quirk (U.K.) and
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distributed jointly by the BBC and Voice of America.

There is a continuing need for exchange and cooperation among

the universities and language centers of this area as well as

with institutions in the United States and England. As the EFL

profession evolves, with new approaches, methods and materials

developing rapidly, it is easy to get out of toueh overs as.

Exchange programsl and a systematic plan to send specialtsts to

national and international EFL conferences should be developed

so that the seeds of cross-fertilization may bear fruit.

RECOMMENDATION 7: Linguistic Research and Methodology

It should be recognized that a variety of methods might be
employed in meetint different objectives of second language
teaching. There are, however, certain common factors: (a)inimany countries there is n044,0r. much greater emphasis on
oral training tlian i$ usually given; (b) there is need forth1e development of courses in special uses of English, e.g.,_t chnical English; and (c) use should be made of the results
o linguistic science wherever appropriate, such as in the
p eparation of materials.

T e most significant development in linguistic science during
the ast dozen years has been the di'sp4,acement of the structural

gralilmar of the 1940's and 50's by the transformational-generative

model. An audio-lingual approach to language teaching, firmly

basd on behavioral psychology, is now viewed as the mechanical

manipulation oT language forms, initially necessary perhaps but

ultimately insufficient. Transformational grammar, with a bow

to cognitive psychology, is increasingly being explored as a

possible basis for EFL methods and materials.

There has been an explosion of EFL books and materials, many

of them complete series with texts, tapes, flash cards, charts

and teachers guides. Much of the recent material is good, some

of it is bad, but all of it is probably better than what was
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available not many years ago.

There has also been an increase of "special English" material,

but much of it is merely a nod tO the needs of the time, an at:-

tempt to get onto the publisher's bandwagon. "It's a torque

wrench/hammer/micrometer" is not much bett'er, after'all, than

"It's a watch/comb/toothbrush."

These then are seven of the recommendations made in 1960 con-

cerning second-language learning as a factor in national d-velop-

ment. Having viewed the EFL situation from the perspective of

the Simple Past and Present Progressive, is it possible now to

talk about the Future? In other words, what are the prospects

for change?

Educational innovation in general is likely to occur in two

sdirections at once, directions that are opposite but complementar:

1) the use of mass-media to provide instruction for a great num-

ber of students at one time;,and 2) the use of individualized,

piogrammed inStruction for a single student at any time.

Because of the already vast and continually increasing number

of students to be taught, some form o,f.mass-communications..media.

will have to be resorted to. English.by radio has been used for

many years, and more recently television has added the visual

"Oomponent to instruction. The "Walter and Connie" and "Slim John"

series produced by the British Council, and the USIS series "Let's

Leath English," have been televised for a genetal audience, but

theSe programs are not complete enough nor have therbeen co-

ordinated with a governMent syllabus. lnere have been limited

attempts to-use educational television (ETV) on a nation-wide

basis--the English programs of the JOrdan ETV Service come
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to mind, or the programs developed in Cairo by ARLO (Arab Regional

Literacy Organization)--but as yet 'no government has been willing

or able to commit itself to an approach in which ETV crrries the

main burden Of English instruction,'supplemented by a classroom

teacher. Aside from the enormous initial capital investment,
y

there is the serious problem of adapting texts, writing scripts,

producing the programs, not to mention the need to train pro-

ducers, directors and technicians, to prepare the classroom

tear,hers (both professionally and psychologically) , to coordinate

the necessary ETV and classroom schedules and to undertake a

follow:up. Yet, how else' can so many students be taught by_so

few teachers? The successful use of 'ETV. on the island of Samoa,

'where all class subjects from elementary through secondary are

taught by ETV, is-evidence that the medium.oan be effective..

Furthermore,-in the case of English and the lack of qualified

teachers, it has been found that ETV beamed into the classrooM

for twenty minutes of .each period also teaches the teachers, who

in turn-are then able to'take over the class and provide the

practice and reinforcement that language learning requires. One

wordersand-it-would be.worth experimental verificationwhether

English instruction by classroom television, using qualified

teachers and well7prepared lessons, would be any less.effective

than the present classes with poorly qualified teachers using

traditional methods of teaching.

The techniques of programme& instruction are likely to be in-

creasingly used to piovide the kind of individualization that is

not possible with mass-media. It is quite possible that pro-

grammed workbooks, even casette audio-tapes, may supplement the
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televised instruction so that a student might.practice at his own

pace. To date, the most elaborate (and expensive!) application

of programming techniques in EFL is.the Teacher Education Program

(TEP) developed.by English Language Services. Inc. This'self-

instructional program is.intended to train teachers of EFL and

includes a console with a tape recorder, 8mm rear-screen cartridge

projector, earphones and speakers, a fan and light, all enclosed

within a fiber glass acoustic-shell. The trainee.works through

twenty-seven programmed workbooks and completes several hundred

exercises (the exact number depends upon-his Own rate of progress).,

_The exercises are based on.140 audio tapes and 158 films, during

which-he observes teaching deMonstrations, prepares a micro-

lesson-and thenteaches and interacts.withstudents.on film. This

kind of individualized instruction has numerous poteniirl appli-

cations and portends the pedagogical approaches to come, not be-

cause-it may be-more effective but because it is Zile only techno-

logy we'have at'present that.Can cope with large numbers and sup-

port the:liMited teaching nd teacher training resources.

Instructional technology, such as the use of language labs,

television-and teaching machines, is primarily concerned with

the devices of instruction, the hardware. As such, it is neither

good nor bad except insofar as the devices can or cannot present

the material to be learned effectively and efficiently. In the

last analysis, it is the software--the programs on the audio or

video-tape, the material that goes into the machine--that will

be the determining factor of success. For this we will continue

to need qualified linguists, language teachers and materials

writers.
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In the field of EFL, there will continue to be grammars and

rumors of grammar, new methods and even,new new-methods. There

will also be conferences and, I hope, increasing cocrdination

and cooperation as a result of these conferences. But.the signi-

ficantly new development, not yet sufficiently considered in the

Middle East and yet bound I think to come in time--in the Future

Perfect--will be the application of instructional technology to

the teaching of English as a foreign language.

A
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WHAT SERVICES CAN SPECIALISTS OFFER CONSUMERS?

NEIL BRATTON
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT

In the business world and in indugtry it is a common practice to

call in-apecialists either for consultation or in order to solve

- problems which lie outside the competence of a businessman or an

industrialist. It is expected that the speciakist be suitably

qualified for the job and that he perform his tasks within certain

constraints of time and cost; he is also held Accountable for the

results of his work. Both parties appear to know what.is expected

of them.

Unfortunately, this.is not yet the case.with English language

teaching; for, although TEFL has long been a profession, it has

only recently become "professional." By this I do not mean that

previously teachers were incompetent or that, nowadays, a paper

qualification is a guarantee of excellence. I simply mean that
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one can now expect a certain level of competence in specific

skills that are part of the training that leads to the paper

qualification--as one can from the holder of, say, a degree in

engineering.

This may seem an obvious point to make, but it is surprising

to find that the same company which, in choosing its regular

staff, goes to considerable trouble to examine a man's creden-

tials,, will often employ a teacher of English merely because he.

speaks English and says he.is a teacher. Furthermore, whereaS

an.emploYee is held accountable for the job a-1gned him, a

teacher of English is not, because his objectives have not been

rigorously specified. This state of affairs is surprising in

the light of the assertion made to me by several training of-

ficers that a knowledge of English is "vital" to the success

of their:training programs and hence to the future efficiency

of their companies'-operatious.

The'TEFL profession has been.nurtured mainly in schools and

universities-where:the goals of language teaching are notoriously

vague and where'the "behavioral objectives" (if you will excuse

the jargon) are stated no more specifically than "passing the

exam." However, if this conference has achieved its.purpose,

the "consumers" should now be more aware of what they can expect

from a qualified TEFL specialist and the "specialists" should

realize that "job English," or English for special purposes, far .

from being too limited and workaday a pursuit for academic mindS,

in fact presents us with a fascinating field of "linguistic en-

gineering" in which we will have.to refine the tools of our trade

to meet the rigorous specifications of the job. To meet this
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c allenge both the consumer and the specialist must undergo a

-change of attitude towards the teaching of English.

It is important for us to 4ke note that'the necessary exper-

tise to set up special English courses already exists in this

part of the world (represented by at least half of the partici-

pants at this conference) and needs merely.to be marshalled in

order to be made exploitable. It is, therefore, not without

sighificance that two associations have been formed this_year--

the Association of Teachers of English in the Middle East and
V

North Africa (ATEMENA) with headquarters in Cairo, and the As-,

sociation of Teachers of English in the Arab World (AUTEAW) with

headquarters in Beirut. The creation of theseltwo associations

marks the coming of age of the.TEFI(profession in the area and

establishes two allied headquarters to .Aich requests for assis-

tance may be directed.

We have heard from Professor Peter Strevens and Mr. Matthew

Matmillan what has been achieved so far in the.field of English

for special purposes in other parts of the world: we can now

turn to the Arab World and ask the question, "What kinds-of ser-

vice can specialists offer consumers?"

I should like to discuss these services under five headings:

1) Consultancy 2) Recruitment 3) Materials selection and

preparation 4) Special English courses and 5) Teacher Training.

I should like to include among the consumers Ministries of Edu-

cation since they require similar kinds of services and stand

to benefit from the "cost-effectiveness" approach of the world

of business.
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1) Consultancy

A TEFL consuitant can perform the following services:

a) He can look at the general design of a language program

and help to determine its specific objectives. He-can

then say whether the existing program is the most efficient

way of achieving those qbjectives.

He can assess the teachers' general competence and the

particular methods they are employing and help them to

.make y changes necessitated by the revised objectives.

c) He can examine the materials being used and judge whether

they are the-best available on the market and, if they are

not, he can say where better materials may be obtained.

He-can suggest other texts to supplement those being used.

d) He can'advise on the services listed below (2 - 5).

2) Recruitment

TEFL:centers-such as CELRT and the English Language Institute

of the American University in Cairo produce trained teachers of

English and are'in touch with other such centers in' the area and

ab.road: They-also receive many applications for jobs from trained

teaChers which are then kept on file. They are, therefore, in a

gObd position to act as recruiting offices for companies who need

teachers of'English. Both consumer and specialist would stand

to benefit from such an arrangement. The benefit to the consumer

would derive from the centers' experience in this kind of work

and from the-regularity and continuity with which they could do

t.; it would save the consumer from the last minute scramble for

teachers which, to judge from advertisements in the local papers,

occurs every year. The benefit to the specialists,as a body,
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would be 'the 'measure of quality control that could be exercised

by the profession over those who teach Ehglish.

3) Materials selection and preparation

TEFL centers are regularly sent, by both British and American

publishers, the latest books in the field, among which are an

increasing number on special English: English for Banking, Nursing,

Business Correspondence, Agriculture, Engineering and so on. They

are therefore, in a very favorable-position to see which books

are available on the market and to judge their quality. This in-

formation can then be passed on to the consumer.

It is often the case, though, that,the available texts do nJt

exactly fit the consumer's requirements since thexare either too

difficult or too easy, too general or too-specific: In Such cases

the'materials need,to be written specially and a,TEFL center has

thestaff qualified to produce such materials. For example, during

this'past yeav.,-the center at AUB taught English to gatemen,

nursesI-aides:and-hospital storeroom employees. In each case, after

'watching; liSttning.and-tape-recording theemployees'while they

Were:on the-lob; the'staff prepared materials for-a course lasting

from four-to six weeks. The7classes.met.no more than three tithes

a week for one. hour since the.employees were fulltime workers 'and

could-nct-be-allowed Off. the job for a longer.period. These

severe constraints led us to alter our approach radically. Ob-

viously,.We could not spend a whole week with the gatemen practising

"This is a book," "Is this a knife?" "No it isn't, it's a book."

Instead we found that "giving directions" and "polite refusals,"

which do not usually appear in early .lessons, had to be included

very early on.
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Perhaps the most interesting set of materials written was

"Basic Lebanese Arabic for newly arrived housewives." This was

a twenty-hour course in which only the barest essentials of col-

loquial Arabic could be included: decisions had to be taken

that would make a normal textbook writer's hair stand-on end.

For example, the first verb form taught was the seond person

singular feminine imperative! When you consider that a foreign

housewife has to cope daily with her house maid, the decision

seems obviously right; yet this only became clear to the writer

of the materials after she had observed the behavior of her class

of housewives in their own homes. Writing and teaching this

.course forced her to be far more ruthless and efficient than she

had found necessary when teaching general English to a hetero-

geneous group of students. However, by rising to the challenge,

she produced a course which satisfied her customers far more

than the more generalized course in colloquial Arabic that some

of them had already taken. 'It would appear that local needs

are best met by using local resources which are more sensitive

to the specific needs of the consumer. It was encouraging, there-

fore, to note at this conference the interest shown by inter-

national publishers in exploring the possibility of collaboration

between publishing houses and TEFL centers in materials pre-

paration. Here, then, is another area where consumers can tap

the resources of the specialists.

4) Special English courses

A university, which is the usual home of a TEFL center, caters

principally to students working towards a degree. However, it

is possible (and I would say necessary, in this part of the world)
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for the expertise\concentrated within a university to be made more

available to adults who have full-time jobs but who need to gain

further kno*ledge, or to develop certain skills in order to im-

prove themselves in their work. A university extension service,

which does not grant degrees but only certificates of attendance,

can fulfill such a need.

Nekt year, for instance, AUB is planning to offer several

courses in special English and at least one in Lebanese Arabic

for foreign housewives. The Beirut College for Women and the

large Department Of Public Services at the American University

in Cairo also offer such courses. Granted, one has to be livir.g

in Beirut or Cairo in Order to benefit from such...services but it

.is'(nevertheless) possible to arrange, for those.who live else-

where, sp clat,-intensiVe-courses, either in the summer or during.

the-academic year for periods of varying length, so that these

for whom English is a.mecessity in their jobs can be taught (in

the shortest possible-time) by well-trained teachers, using the

beSt.methods available. Such a program has been.organized for

employees of the American Independent Oil Company of Kuwait

(AMINOIL) fOr the coming summer. The capability to provide such

a program does not exist in all the countries of the Arab World,

but it does,imxist nearer home than England or the United States

and the consumers at this conference have had the chance to meet

those who can help them.

5) Teacher training

It might seem odd to include teacher training as one of the

services that a TEFL center can provide for any consumer.other

than a ministry of education. 'However, during my pre-conference
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travels the scheme mentioned below met with enough positive re-

sponse to warrant its inclusion in this paper.

Outlined below is a proposal which was.prepared for the Ford

Foundation and which was conceived, very much in the spirit of

this conference, as a cooperative venture between the Center at

AUB and a consumer institution.

The institution in question was running an English language

program staffed entirely by American teachers brought out.special-

ly from the United States. Except for the Director of the pro-

gram, none of the teachers held a professional qualification in

TEFL\ Every year, a few of the teachers left the program, some-

times in the middle of their contract, and others had to be hired

at short \mtice. The morale of the teachers varied but was not

particularly high since, apart from the attraction.of high salaries,

there was little intellectual stimulus in the program. The full

cost of maintaining each teacher, including return fares from the

United States, salaries and living allowances, was approximately

$27,000 per year.

Since this situation is by no means unique, the proposal which

Was developed to meet it might be of interest to other consumers.

It should be noted that this proposal incorporates all the ser-

vices mentioned so far viz. consultancy, recruitment, materials

selection and preparation and special English courses.

The scheme is based on two premises: a) that the consumer

regards his English language program as "vital" enough to do some-

thing serious about it, and b) that he is willing to plan ahead

for several years in the same way that he does for other aspects

of his company's operations. The scheme involves the use of English
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TEFL interns in furnishing trained teachers on a continuing

basis and in providing continuing professional supervision from

CELRT.

In summary, the steps of the scheme are as.follows:

i. CELRT would recruit a number of M.A. candidates in TEFL

from the Arab World, the U.S., or the U.K. (as specified

by the consumer). These candidates would receive full-

cost scholarships (tuition plus stipend) on condition that

they would participate in the intern program. The M.A.,

under this arrangement, would take three years instead-of

two.

ii. The intern would spend the first twelve months at AUB cc.

pleting most of his course work for the M.A. including an

intensive course in Arabic. At this point he would have

reached the level of the Teaching Diploma in TEFL.

The intern would spend the next ten months teaching in the

consumer's English program, after which he would return7to

AUB to complete his course work during the two-month sum-

mer program.

iv. He would then return to his job for a further year during

which he would work on his Masters project. This project

would involve preparing English language materials for the

particular program in which he was working. In this he

would be guided by his supervisor at AUB.

v. The following summer he would return to AUB, for two to

04
three weKes, to defend his thesis and receive his degree.

At this point the company might wish either to re-hire him as

a fully-paid employee to supervise lesser-trained teachers in
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the company's program, or to take on another intern.

There are advantages to the consumer, to the intern and to th!.

TEFL profession in this scheme.

The consumer would have the services of CELRT as a consulting

and supervisory body to insure that the quality of the'program

remained at a high and consistent level. He would have a regular

supply of professionally trained teachers (who would already have

experience since this is a pre-requisite for entry to the M.A.

program), thus eliminating the problem of recruitment. The moti-

vation of the interns would be high 'since their work would be not

only a job but also a means of improving their academic qualifi-

cations. There would be built-in evaluation, and'continuous im-
,

provement, of the special English materials as each intern worked

on his project.
A

The cost of such a scheme would include two return air fares

from Beirut to the place of work but no return fares from the
-

U.S. or U.K. to Beirut. It would include the university fees for

the M.A. program--approximately $1,000--and also a stipend for

-three years to cover.the intern's living costs at AUB and the

place of work, Although the cost of,such. a program would vary

from country to country, it has been estimated that the three-.

year intern program..would not cost more than a regular two-year

contract on full pay. In fact, in the case of.the particular

institution mentioned' above,:the cost of the intern.program was

'half the amount of the existing program.

The intern himself would-benefit by receiving an M.A. in his

chosen subject at no cost to himself for the threeoyears of the

program. If he is not an Arab he would also have the opportunity
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of being taught Arabic.

The TEFL profession in the Arab World would benefit by building

up a'reservoir of professionally qualified teachers with a vested

interest in remaining in the Arab World. It would also have found a

source of scholarship funding for the best graduate applicants, a

source which would come from the area itself rather than from

foreign agencies. Furthermore, it would have cIntered a field of

interest (English for special purposes) which is not only in-

trinsically interesting but is also beneficial to the development

of the area.

Most of the suggestions made in this paper as to the ways in

which TEFL specialists can assist in "Adult Education for National

Development" are either being implemented now or are possibilities

within the-capability of the area. However, they are being car-

ried out on far too small a scale to make-any perceptible impresJs

sion when the region is viewed as a whole. For this reason I

should like to end by making a plea for.the establishment of a

regional English language center.in the Arab World, a center which

is staffed sufficiently togbe able to respond to the increasing

number of requests for aid that are coming in, a focal point for

the.support that individual.agencies now parcel out country by

'country. One hears, after every Ditchley conference, that Britain

'and the United States have become aware of the amount of dupli-

cation of effort which thei put into English language teaching

throughout the 'World, and that they are about to cooperate with

each other.. The establishment of a regional English language

center in the Arab World--not unlike RELC in Singaporewould.

provide an excellent example of such cooperation and constitute
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a giant step towards raising the level of English both in'the

schools and universities and in the world of business and in-

dustry. The detailed planning of such a center will not be

discussed here but the time for it is now ripe.
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APPENDIX I

ADULT ENGLISH FOR NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

BEkRUT CONFERENCE MAY 3 -,6 1971

CENTER FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE
RESEARCH AND'TEACHING
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT
BEIRUT, LEBANON

Monday, May 3

8:30 - 9:30

9:3C - 10.45

11:00 - 11:15

11:15 - 12:00

12:00 - 1:00

1:00 - 2:00

2:30 - 3:30'

3:30 - 4:00

PROGRAM

Director: N. J. Q. BRATTON
Coordinator: N.-READ-COLLINS
Cable Address: AMUNOB
Telephone: 340740 ext 2627

THEME: EXPLORING THE NEEDS

Registration, West Hall, AUB

Meeting of proposed Association for the Teaching
of English in the Middle East (ATEME)

Addregs of Welcome: Dr. Samuel Kirkwo d
President, American University of Beir4it

_Chairman morning session: Mr. Atef Ju ayli

A CONSUMER'S VIEWPOINT: THE NEED FOR SiTCIAL
ENGLISH PROGRAMS
Mr. J. H. Mace

A SPECIALIST'S VIEWPOINT: ENGLISH FOR SPECIAL
PURPOSES
Professor P. D. Strevens
RECENT RESEARCH IN SPECIAL ENGLISH
Mr. M. Macmillan

Lunch

Chairman afternoon session: Dr.. Muhammad Hamzaoui

ENGLISH AS A CONSUMER PRODUCT
Mr. David Mize

Coffee break
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4:00 - 5:30 Panel discussion on the presentations
Panel members: Dr. Albert Butros

Mr. Fahd Al-Dughaither
Dr. Hannah Morcos Hannah
Dr. Abdelhalim Hammat
Mr. James.Jefferson
Mr. Roger Sleeman

7:00 - 9:00 Reception at The Sands of Lebanon Hotel

Tuesday, May 4 THEME: EXPLORING THE PROBLEMS

Chairman morning session: Dr. Raja T. Nasr

9:00 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:30

10:30 - 11:00

11:00 - 1:00

1:00 - 2:30

2:30 - 3115

3:15 4:00

4:00 - 5:00

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN ENGLISH LEARNING
Dr. Levon Melikian

SOCIOLOGICAL FACTORS IN ENGLISH LEARNING IN
THE REGION
Professor Nicholas Read-Collins

Coffee break

Panel presentation:
ACTUAL PROBLEMS THAT LEARNERS FACE
Panel members: Mr. Mohammed Abu Talib

Dr. Faze Larudee
Mr. Hani Kheireddine
Dr. Mohammed Maamoori
Dr. Hamdi Qafisheh

Lunch

Chairman afternoon session: Dr. Osman Farrag

APTITUDE AND SELECTION: ECONOMY IN MANPOWER
Mr. Lewis Durr

Group discussion of above presentations

Group reports to Plenary Session

Wednesday, May 5 THEME: SURVEYING SOME SOLUTIONS

1

9:00 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:45

Chairman morning session: Mr. Burhan Dajani

ENGLISH PROGRAM EVALUATION. WHAT MAKES A GOOD
PROGRAM?'
Dr. Michael Dobbyn

Panel presentation of case studies:
(1) PLANNING AN ENGLISH TEACHING PROGRAM:
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10:45 - 11:15

11:15 - 12:15

12:15 - 1:00

1:00 - 2:30

2:30 - 3:00

3:00 - 5:00

THE TRIPOLI TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
PROJECT
Dr. Faze Larudee

(2) ENGLISH FOR PETROLEUM - ARAMCO'S PROBLEMS,
PAST AND PRESENT
Dr. Charles Johnson

(3) TRAINING FOR AN ENGLISH-MEDIA UNIVERSITY
Dr. Jean Praninskas

(4) A CHALLENGING PROJECT: THE COLLEGE OF PE-
TROLEUM AND MINERALS (MINISTRY OF PETROLEUM)
DHAHRAN, SAUDI ARABIA
Dr. Robert Sullivan

Coffee break

Plenary session discussion on the presentations

SURVEY OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING RESOURCES
AND THE KINDS OF SERVICES THEY CAN PROVIDE CON-
SUMERS
Dr. Neil Bratton

Lunch

Chairman afternoon session: Dr. Matta Akrawi

MIDDLE EAST ENGLISH TEACHING - PROSPECTS FOR
CHANGE
Dr. Richard C. Yorkey

Group consultations between consumers and
specialists

Thursday, May 6

9:00 Meeting of Association for the Teaching of Eng-
lish in the Middle East (ATEME)

Private consultations between individual con-
sumers and specialists

1:00 CLOSING LUNCH

Farewell Address: H.E. The Minister of Edu-
cation, Dr. Najib Abu Haidar

DISPERSAL
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APPENDIX II

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AND.OBSERVERS

SPECIALIST RESOURCE PARTICIPANTS

ABU DHABI
br. Hamdi A. Qafisheh
Training Director
Abu Dhabi

Permanent Address: Environmental Research Laboratory
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona, U.S.A.

ALGERIA_
Abdelhalim Hammat

Professor of English
Department of Modern Languages
Faculty of Letters
University of Algiers
Algiers, Algeria

Permanent ddress: 118 Blvd. Salah Bouakouir
Algiers, Algeria

BAHRAIN
Mr. Hassan I. Al-Mehri
Headmaster
Hidaya Secondary School
Muharraq, Bahrain

Permanent Address: Education Department
Bahrain

Mr. Mahdi Tajir
Department of Education
Manama, Bahrain

DUBAI
M/77S'alim Al-Ghamay
Principal of Technical Schools
Trucial States Technical and Trade Schools
P.O.IBox 311
Dubai
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JORDAN
DrATbert J. Butros
Professor Of English
Chairman of English Department
University of Jordan
Amman, Jordan

Mr. Shahir A. El-Hassan
Principal
Hawara TTC
Jordan

Permanent Address: Deir Abu Said
Jordan

LEBANON
Mr. Dale B. Hepker.
Chairman, Department of English
Middle East College
P.0, Box 1170
Beirut, Lebanon

Mr. Thomas Wakefield Johnson
,Fulbright Lecturer in TEFL
Faculty of fdacation
Lebanese University
c/o CAO - US1S
American Lmbassy
Beirut, Lebanon

'Permanent, Address: 11 Main Street
Newtown, Conn. 06470 U.S.A.

Mr. Hani Kheireddin
Inspector-of !Education
Inspectorate of Education
Haikal Bldg. (UNESCO)
Beirut, Lebanon

Miss Judi A. Moline
Di:reCtor,-Learning Labolatory
Beiiiit College for Women

4080
Beirut, Lebanon

Mrs. Salwa S. MusgIlam
Head of the English Longuage Department
Y.W.C.P. Vocational ScL.00l
Beirut, Lebanon

Dr. Raja T. Nesr
Profasior Education and Linguistics
Chairman of Language and Education Division
Be.lrut College for Women
Beirut, Lebanon
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Miss Violet V. Wentland
Director of Intensive English Department
Middle East College
P.O. Box 1170
Beirut ,-, _Lebanon

)

American University of Beirut
Mr. Dennis Aronson
CELRT

,Dr. Neil Bratton
Director, CELRT

Dr. Suheil Bushrui
Chairman, Department of English

Dr. Michael Dobbyn
CELRT

Dr. Jean Praninskas
,Director, University Orientation Program

Mr. Nicholas Read-Collins
CELRT

Miss May Uwaydah
CELRT

Dr. Richard Yorkey
CELRT

LIBYA
Mr. Mustafa A. Gusbi
Dean of Foreign Language Studies
Ministry of Education and NAional Guidance
P.0,...,Box 6605
TriPbli, Libya

MOROCCO
Mr. Mohammed A. AbuTalib
Associate Profesap..and Inspector
Faculty of Letters
University Mohammed V
Rabat, Morocco

SAUDI ARABIA
Mr. Roderick J. Hemphill
Director, English Language Program
Institute of Public Administration
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Permanent Address: 140 W. Broad Street
Westerly, R.I., U.S.A.
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Dr. Robert J. Sullivan
Director, English Language Institute
College of Petroleum and Minerals
Dhahrin, Saudi Arabia

Mr. Roderick M.H. Wathen
Lecturer
King Abdul Aziz University
P.O. Box 1540
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

TUNISIA
Dr. EdWard Bitar
Director, Peace Corps/Tunisia
1 Rue George Sand
Tunis, Tunisia

Mr. Aleya Gmar
Inspector of English (Sqcondary Schools)
Ministry of National Education
Tunis, Tunisia

Dr. Mohamed Maamouri-
Assistant Professorof Eriglish (uUniversity of Tullis)
Head of English Department (Bourguiba Institute of Modern,Languages)
Faculty of Letters
Boulevard du 9 Avril
Tunis, Tunisia

Dr. Richard M. Payne
Project Specialist in Linguistics
The Ford Foundation P6,

60 Avenue Mohammed V
Tunis, Tunisia

Dr. Mohamed Sethom
Head of the English Department
Associate Professor
Faculty of Letters
University of Tunis
Tunis, Tunisia

Permanent Address: 56 Rue Belisaire
Tunis, Tunisia

U.A.R.
Dr. Hilmi A. Aboul-Fetouh
Assistant Professor
Department of English
Faculty of Arts
University of Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 17. 9B Street
Maadi, Cairo, U.A.R.
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Dr. Salah A. El-Araby
Associate Professor
Language Laboratory Director
The AmericanrUniversity in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Miss Penelope A. Cavanaugh
TEFL Fellow
English Language Institute
American Universityjn Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 55 Littlebrook Road
Princeton, N.j., U.S.A.

Miss Virginia K. Charlton
En.,;lish Language Institute
fhe American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 474 W. North Avenue
East Palestine, Ohio 44413 U.S.A.

Mr. Mark A. Clarke
TEFL Fellow
English Language Institute
The American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 2223 West Parkhill
Littleton, Colorado 80120 U.S.A.

Mrs. Orpha R. Darwish
English Language Teacher
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.-

Permanent Address: Marj Bekaa, Lebanon

Miss Jan E. Demming
TEFL Fellow
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.AcR.

Dr. Yehia A. El-Ezabi
Director, English Language Institute
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Mrs Anne H. Farid
Language Teacher
English Language Institute
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.
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Dr. Osman L. Failag
Director, Division of Public Service
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 3 Ali Galal Manial
Cairo, U.A.R.

Mrs. Mary E.C. Ghali
English Language Teacher
English Language Institute
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Dr. M. M. Ghaly
Director, Institute of Languages
Al-Azhar University
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 3, Maydan Ul-Tadhiya
Heliopolis, Cairo, U.A.R.

Dr. Hanna M. Hanna
Associate Professor English and Linguistics
Faculty of Arts
Assiut University
Ninya, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 74 Nozha Street
Heliopolis, Cairo, U.A.R.

Dr. Salah Eldin Helmy-Hassan
Chairman of the Department of Foreign Languages
Faculty of Education
Ain Shams University
Heliopolis, Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 11 Falaky Square
Apartment 94
Bab El-Louk
Cairo, U.A.R.

Mr. Robert F. Keser
Teaching Fellow ,

English Language Institute
AmericanUniversity in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 9728 So. Kenton
Oak Lawn, Ill. 60453 U.S.A.
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Dr. Abdelghany A. Khalafallah
Professor of English
University College for Women
Al-Azhar University.
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 16 El-Gabarti Street
Apartment 12
Manshiyyet El-Bakry
Cairo, U.A.R.

Dr. Faze Larudee
Professor
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.,

Mr Gillan W. Meneisy
hnglish Language Teacher
English Language_Institute
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 11 Sharia El-Sudan
Dokki, Cairo, U.A.R.

Dr. Afaf M. Menoufy
Lecturer
English Department
Faculty of Arts
Alexandria University
Alexandria, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 9, Sahaab Street
Apartment 9
El-Haram, El-Giza, U.A.R.

Dr. Ali Gamal El-Din E. Osman
Lecturer
Faculty of Education
Ain-ShamS University
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 9, Abd El-Megid Badawi Street
Hai El-Zehour
Giza, U.A.R.

Mr. Mohamed El-Sayyed Roha
Representative of the Consortium of Three American Universities
Villa 6, Mohammed Khalaf Street
Dokki, Cairo, U.A.R.
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Mrs. Na7lcy M. Salama
English Language Teacher
English Language Institute
American University, in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

, Permanent Addr-ss: 2, Midan Anas Ibn Malik
Digla Ctreet
Imbaba, Giza
Cairo, U.A.R.

Mrs. Susan E. El-Shamy
English Language Teacher
English Language Institute
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Dr. Hamed M. Shawkat
Dean, Faculty of Arts
Minia, Assiut University

Permanent Address: 4A Ibn Iyas Street
,Manshiyet El-Bakri
Cairo, U.A.R.

Mr. John A. Wheeler
English.Language Teacher
English_Language Institute
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address:. 724 Avondale 5:reet
East Liv7cpool, Ohio 43920 U.S.A.

Mr. Lawrence G. Wright
English Language Teacher
English Language Institute
American University in Cain.
Cairo, U.A,R.

Mrs. Roberta M. Wright
Language Teaching Fellow
English Language Institute
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Dr. Mohamed I. Youssef
Research Associate
Testing and Evaluation Office
English Language Institute
American University in Cairo
Cairo, U.A.R.

Permanent Address: 61 Street No. 14
Maadi, Cairo, U.A.R.
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U.K.
MT.Matthew Macmillan
Director
English Teaching Information Centre
the British,Council
State House
63 MO Holborn
London WCIR 4SZ
U,K.

Professor Peter Strevens
Professor of Applied Linguistics
University of Essex
Essex, U.K.

Perranent Address:- 45 Oaks Drive
Colchester, Essex, U.K.
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CONSUMER PARTICIPANTS

ADEN
RFT-Hussein S. Attas
Secretary General
Higher. College of Education
P.O. Box 4601
Khormaksar, Aden

BAHRAIN
M77-7i7thond R. Snowden
Deputy Principal
Polyglot School
Al-Kalifa Road
P.O. Box 596
Manama, Bahrain

KUWAIT
M;7-Fider. H.- AlAli
Training Officer
Kuwait Oii Company
Ahmadi, Kuwait

Mr. Karl J. Badde
Principal
Polyglot Schools'
P.O. Box 3993
Kuwait

Mr. Muawiya M. Derhalli
General Superintendent
Careex-Development andTraining
Kuwait Oil Company
Ahmadi, Kuwait

ATAR
r. ayez M. Kaddoura

Director of Training and Career Development
Government of Qatar
P.O. _Box 1300
Doha, Qatar
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Mr. John H. Mace
Head,of Development apd Training
Shen. Company of Qatar
13,0. Box 47
Doha, Qatar

LEBANON
Mr, Edmond J. Atallah
Chief Accountant
Marsh & McLennan M.E., SAL .

Hathra Street
P.0, Box 8112
Beirut, Lebanon

Mr. Nicholas J. Dobree
Principal
SchDol of English and Advanced Studieo
Edmra Street
Beirut, Lebanon

Mr. Saad M. Gamal-Eldin
Visiting_Associate Professor
Department of English
Arab University
Beirut, Lebanon

0

Mr.. Hussein A. Hamdah
Incharge of_'Human Resources'
Delegate_of the_MihistrY.of Planning

to_the.Regioil of.MoUnt Lebanon
Ministry of Planning
Beirut, Lebanon

Mr. James Jefferson
Director'of the Training-Consultancy
NiddlE.ast.Industrial -Relations Counselors (MEIRC)
P.O. Box 1980
Beirut, Lebanon

Mr. Farid N. Sayegh
Agent of BBC Languo.ge Lourses
BBC Language Course;
P.O. Box 7155
Hamra Street
Beirut, Lebanon

Dr. Paul B. Snider
Professor of Journalism
American University of Be3rut
Bliss Street
Beirut, Lebanon
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Mr. Arthur J. Van Nieuwerburgh
Technical Writer
.Lingua Business, Inc.
c/o Nsouli Bldg
Ain Mreisse
Beirut, Leban n

LIBYA
FFErEssor Er c Francis E. Brewer
Professor of English
Faculty of Arts
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